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Abstract   
 
 
Personal mobile multimedia services are rapidly become popular. They leverage the 
combination of mobile and Internet-based communications, the increased capabilities of the 
third generation of mobile communications (3G), and the flexibility of a common transport 
and service platform.  
 
Cost and quality are critical factors for the success of IP multimedia services. 3G is based on 
hetereogeneous networks, characterized by a mixture of wired and wireless links with very 
different requirements on the communication itself. Furthermore, the "always best connected" 
paradigm requires the design of the new applications to accomodate different types of access. 
It turns out that the cellular link is typically the most constrained, e.g. in terms of limited 
bandwidth and high delay, especially when IP is used as transport.  
 
Security is an important aspect of the service. Never before has this awareness been more 
present, not only among technicians, but also among users. Users want the possibility to 
protect themselves and their data and private matters, in a way that no one else can interfere 
and that private communications are guaranteed to remain private. The use of the Internet as a 
common transport backbone, a notoriously open and adverse environment, and in general the 
use of the IP technology, which is receiving a bad (media) reputation in terms of the security 
breaches it opens, calls for an end-to-end security solution for IP multimedia services. There 
are also scenarios where end-to-end protection of other information is an absolute must, for 
example public safety communication, catastrophe and emergency communication, corporate, 
or government communication.   
 
This research addresses the design of a security solution for IP multimedia, striving in 
particular for the promotion of end-to-end security on a large scale. This research builds on 
the concept of a "transport-friendly" security solution: security always comes at a cost, hence 
it is important to control its impact on services, otherwise security is generally sacrificed. 
 
This research focused on the protection of the media traffic. It first identified the requirements 
that arise from IP multimedia applications in hetereogeneous networks, examined existing 
security solutions, and concluded that they did not fullfil the requirements raised by 3G 
environments. This has motivated the design of two new security protocols that are  
transport-friend to meet the identified requirements, so as to have a low impact on services. 
These two protocols have then been integrated to provide a security solution for IP 
multimedia in hetereogeneous networks. The research leading to this licentiate has been 
mostly conducted in the IETF (a standardisation body), and its results were also adopted by 
others, e.g. 3GPP services.   
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Sammanfattning 

 
Multimediatjänsterna i mobila kommunikationsnät kommer snabbt att bli populära. Dessa 
tjänster utnyttjar kombinationen av mobil och Internet-baserad kommunikation, förbättrade 
tekniska egenskaper som erbjuds av 3G samt den typen av flexibilitet som fås genom att 
använda en gemensam överförings- och tjänsteplattform. 
 
Kostnad och kvalitet är kritiska faktorer som möjliggör IP multimediatjänsternas framgång. 
3G är baserad på heterogena nätverk som karakteriseras av en blandning av fasta och trådlösa 
länkar vilka i sin tur ställer väldigt olika krav på själva kommunikationen. Därtill efterfrågar 
"always best connected" paradigman utveckling av nya applikationer för att utnyttja olika 
typer av teknologier. Det har visat sig att den trådlösa länken i cellulära nät är typiskt den 
mest begränsande faktorn, till exempel med avseende på bandbredd och fördröjning, i 
synnerhet när IP protokoll används i informationsöverföringen. 
 
Säkerhet är en viktig aspekt i tjänsterna. Medvetenhet om säkerhetsfrågorna har aldrig förut 
varit större, inte bara bland teknikerna, men även bland själva konsumenterna. Användarna 
vill ha möjligheten att skydda sig själva och sitt data på ett sådant sätt att den personlig 
kommunikation kan garanteras stanna privat. Använding av IP och Internet som 
grundläggande infrastruktur i informationsöverföring, som ofta ifrågasätts i publicetet på 
grund av säkerhetsbrister, ger ett större behov av ”end-to-end” säkerhetslösningar för IP 
multimediatjänsterna. Man kan identifiera även flera andra användare som betraktrar denna 
typ av säkerhet som en absolut nödvändighet, som till exempel myndigheter, katastrof- och 
räddningstjänster, samt näringsliv och offentligsektor. 
 
Denna avhandling fokuserar på design av säkerhetslösningar för IP multimedia och speciellt 
strävar efter "end-to-end" lösningar som kan skalas efter behovet. Denna forskningsarbete 
söker säkerhetsprotokoll som bygger på överföringsvänliga  principer: säkerhet har alltid ett 
pris och därför är det viktigt att ha kontroll över dess inverka på kommunikationstjänsterna 
eftersom sådana lösningar som visar sig att vara kostsamma och kompliserade kommer av 
förståeliga skäl att undvikas vilket innebär att säkerheten drabbas. 
 
Avhandlingen fokuserar på skyddsmekanismer för multimediatrafik. Först identifieras de krav 
som måste uppfyllas för IP multimedia applikationer i heterogenanät, baserat på analys av 
rådande säkerhetslösningar, varefter slutsatsen kan dras att existerande säkerhetsteknologi inte 
uppfyller alla de krav som 3G ställer. Denna slutsats motiverade utvecklingen av två nya 
säkerhetsprotokoll som är baserade på överföringsvänliga principer för att uppfylla kraven 
och således minska inverkan på kommunikationstjänsterna. Dessa nya protokoll är vidare 
integrerade för att erbjuda säkerhet för IP multimedia i heterogenanät. Materialet i denna 
licentiat avhandling är huvudsakligen producerad i samband av standardiseringsarbetet i IETF 
och resultatet används bland annat av 3GPP tjänsterna. 
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1 Introduction 
 

This section provides an overview of IP multimedia in 3G and of challenges 
it introduces for security, in particular in relation to media traffic 
protection. The motivations and the scope of this research are explained, 
and the contributions are described.  
 

 
The statement that mobile communication has changed our society and our behavior does not 
come as a surprise to anybody. The mobile phone is one of life accessories millions of people 
can not live without, and the reason for this is simply that it is the always-on, always-with-
you gateway to the rest of the world. Mobile phones are still mainly used for voice 
communication, but a change in this trend has started to appear and, for young people on the 
frontier, the mobile phone is evolving into something more than just telephony. Personal 
mobile multimedia services are now making their first steps into our lives, and once more this 
will bring new changes in our society.  

Technical challenges for IP Multimedia in 3G 

On the technical side, there is considerable effort to fully develop wireless communications, 
in particular to promote the mass-market explosion of the third generation of mobile 
communications, 3G (and prepare the basis for the fourth generation, 4G). Enormous 
advantages are expected from the combination of mobile and Internet-based communications, 
exploiting the advanced bearer capabilities of 3G. Such a combination makes it possible to 
build new interactive applications, combining both voice and data, and enabling the 
development of a completely new range of services, e.g. multimedia services. The mobile 
phone will, in this scenario, be the enabler for personal mobile multimedia communication: 
voice along with video and data, connecting the user to the rest of the world, for work (e.g., 
corporate access), facilitating interpersonal relations, private business (e.g., e-commence), 
entertainment, and more, all of this supporting real-time interaction of the users 
(conversational multimedia).  

3G adopts the Internet Protocol (IP), as a common transport and service platform. IP 
introduces service flexibility, i.e. the ability to develop applications independent of the 
network. This effectively means the ability for anyone (on the Internet) to develop new 
applications, and a strong enabler for multimedia applications ("IP multimedia"). To take 
maximum advantage of this service flexibility, IP goes all the way to the terminal ("IP-all-
the-way", or "All-IP"). 

Voice over IP (VoIP) is in a sense the beginning of such communication scenarios. 
VoIP refers to the service used to transport real-time voice/video and related signalling over 
IP. Voice over IP over Wireless (VoIPoW) refers to the same service when a wireless link is 
on the path, with the particular issue of how to develop the all-IP paradigm and its interaction 
with wireless technology.  

A critical aspect of the 3G communications scenario is the use of heterogeneous 
networks, which are characterized by a mixture of wired and wireless links with very 
different requirements on the communication itself. Furthermore, the "always best connected" 
paradigm (i.e. to be connected through the best available access) implies the switching of the 
on-going communication to different types of access networks (e.g. from 3G radio access to a 
WLAN hot-spot), which again have different requirements. As the access that will be used is 
effectively not known ahead of the communication setup, it is crucial to design the new 
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applications in a way suitable for heterogeneous networks. It turns out that the cellular link is 
typically the most constrained, e.g. in terms of limited bandwidth and high delay. 

A critical factor is cost: IP multimedia services over 3G must be efficient and cost-
effective, otherwise they will not be competitive compared to existing services (i.e., circuit 
switched telephony). Bandwidth consumption is a prime factor determining the cost, as 
spectrum is a scarce, expensive resource in 2G and 3G networks. The IP protocol suite 
suffers from certain inefficiencies in terms of bandwidth, due to the fact that the information 
to be carried, such as voice or video, needs to be encapsulated in packets that provide e.g. 
routing and packetization via additional fields, which however do not carry user information. 
Each layer of the ISO/OSI stack adds its own header. In packet switched networks (IP), voice 
and video are carried inside the Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) over the User Datagram 
Protocol (UDP). A typical RTP voice payload in a 3G application has a length of around 33 
bytes, while the IP/UDP/RTP headers add 40 bytes in IPv4 (60 in IPv6), resulting in a very 
low information ratio1. Other applications, such as video, typically generate longer payloads, 
therefore improving the information ratio, although on average the impact on cost and 
performance may still be an issue. It is clear that the information ratio for IP services has to 
be improved to have a cost efficient, mass-market service. The bandwidth consumption due 
to the headers was one of the first challenges in the development of the "All-IP" scenario, and 
is the origin of extensive header compression work. Recent schemes [10] can compress the 
IP/UDP/RTP header to two bytes on average, in a way robust for lossy links, and this 
optimization is considered by many an important enhancement to be used in 3G networks.  

There are many other challenges in the technical development of IP multimedia 
applications in 3G. Delays, for example, represent an important service characteristic for real-
time applications such as conversational multimedia, and are a challenge in cellular links. 
Delays occur due to several factors, e.g. type of link, PDP context activation, security process 
time, and number of roundtrips due to protocol’s handshakes. IP protocols in particular often  
involve several roundtrips, may require expensive operations (e.g. some security operations, 
such as key generation and signatures), and may require the packet to be delivered to the 
application free from bit errors (e.g. due to the use of checksums and cryptographic tags). All 
of this adds to the overall delay budget. Other components, among others, that need to be 
investigated and developed, to fully promote IP multimedia services, are quality of service 
(QoS) and security. Security is the focus of this thesis. 

The role of Security 

Never before has the awareness of the need for security been more present, not only among 
technicians, but also among users. We have entered the era of a globally networked economy, 
where the dependency on info-communication systems of organizations and companies has 
reached such an extent that it influences every individual’s life. This global dependency on IT 
infrastructures is the reason why it is increasingly important to secure these infrastructures. 
Due mainly to catastrophic events in the recent years, there is a considerable world-wide 
effort to promote the security of the so-called "Critical Infrastructures", e.g. public or private 
networks carrying information that has a value for national security and safety, or 
information of high financial value [12]. Threats to Critical Infrastructures can range from 
cyber-terrorism, where it is essential to harden the network against attacks, to natural hazards 
and catastrophes, when guaranteeing emergency communications is critical.  

Looking at a more local scale, security is indeed a fundamental aspect of 
communications and services in daily life. Security is at the end of the day a matter of trust. 
On a personal scale, we could more easily entrust the digital media with our data and 
                                                 
1 The information ratio is the ratio between the user information (the application data, e.g. the audio sample) 
carried in the packet and the total bandwidth utilized. This concept is further discussed in Chapter 3.  
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personal matters if our trust of it were strong. While is more likely that one gets a sense of 
trust when interacting with a person; somehow this trust needs to be recreated for IT. 
Unfortunately, the use of IP technology in and of itself does not seem to help increase trust. 
On the contrary, IP technology is often associated with scaring scenarios of security breaches 
and hackers. The open Internet has also gained a very poor reputation for security, and media 
headlines raise the users’ awareness in negative way. IP brings a new range of threats, that 
the traditional, relatively closed circuit switched network somehow limited (although this 
does not imply that the latter was secure, only that it was widely perceived to be secure). To 
promote a service, a certain degree of confidence and trust in it is needed. Therefore, security 
is a fundamental piece of the puzzle, if IP multimedia is to succeed. 

 

1.1 Motivations for this licentiate thesis 
 

A security solution for IP multimedia comprises many aspects, one of which is treated in the 
following pages, an end-to-end security solution for the media traffic, where the media (in 
particular voice and video) is to be securely transmitted between the communicating 
participants. This model assumes only the endpoints as the depositories of the trust for 
communication, and considers the network in between as untrusted and a source of possible 
attacks. We pursue end-to-end security because we believe that users should have the 
possibility to protect themselves, their data, and private matters, in a way that no one else can 
interfere with and that their private communication is guaranteed to remain private. As there 
is a general tendency to use the Internet as a common transport backbone, and given the 
notorious openness and adversity of such an environment, an end-to-end security solution is 
needed for such a service. Furthermore, there are scenarios where end-to-end protection of 
the information is an absolute must, for example public safety communication, catastrophe 
and emergency rescue communication, up to highly confidential information such as 
corporate or government data.   

It is the ambition of this thesis to promote end-to-end security for IP multimedia on a 
large scale. However, security always comes at a cost, hence an important factor for wide-
spread adoption of security is a controlled impact on the services. If security is not well 
integrated with the service, then the service may be limited by the security solution. In other 
words, because security could have a high price, the result is that security may generally 
sacrificed.  

Hence we re-introduce and extend the concept of a "transport-friendly" security 
solution, in line with the concept introduced by Steven Bellovin2. There has been a lot of 
work done in the field of IP security, and there are several existing security protocols that can 
be utilized to develop a security solution for IP multimedia. However, our investigation 
concluded that the previously existing security solutions did not fulfill the requirements of 3G 
environments. This has motivated the design of two new security protocols that are transport-
friend to meet the requirements of heterogeneous 3G environment while having a low impact 
on services.  

We started by identifying the requirements that arise from the applications/scenarios of 
interest, so that they could be used in the design process of the new protocols. For example: 
 

! It is well known that compression is inefficient if applied after encryption. In 3G 
networks header compression is used over the wireless link, i.e. at the link layer. If 
we, for example, encrypt the packet using IPsec ESP (see Chapter 4), which works at 
the network layer (i.e. at a layer above the network header compression), then we can 

                                                 
2 The Transport-friendly ESP, see Chapter 4 and c.r.f. http://www.research.att.com/~smb/talks/mesp.pdf 
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not compress the UDP/RTP header at all, as they are already encrypted, hence they 
are incompressible. Therefore we need an encryption protocol that leaves the headers 
unencrypted, but that still provides end-to-end security. Thus an application security 
protocol for RTP had to be developed. 

 
! The error-prone nature of wireless links raises another issue. Real-time applications, 

such as streaming or conversational audio and video, have tight delay requirements, 
and end-to-end retransmission is generally not possible while providing good 
performance [13]. At the same time, some of these applications tolerate bit errors in 
certain positions of the packet, so delivering even a corrupt packet to the application 
is useful, as retransmission can be avoided [13]. There are research efforts in this 
field, both from the link layer prospective (adoption of an Unequal Error Protection 
scheme [14]) and from the transport point of view (partial-coverage transport 
checksum [15], [16]). Security typically adds an authentication tag per packet, for 
integrity protection. Unfortunately, authentication tags cause packets corrupted by 
transmission bit errors to be dropped, thus defeating the gain of the other 
improvements. 

 
! Delays may be major obstacles for a successful service. Cellular links in particular 

suffer from delays, coupled with the computational limitations of thin clients. Security 
protocols often require computationally expensive operations. For example, 
asymmetric cryptography needs to be used while considering the cost it implies, thus 
symmetric cryptography is preferred whenever possible. However, asymmetric and 
symmetric cryptography do not provide equivalent security functions in all the 
scenarios (for example, data origin authentication). Furthermore, delays may be an 
issue particularly during the setup phase, when the user is waiting for communication 
to start. Key management protocols, needed before the protected media session starts, 
hence during setup, involve a number of handshakes (roundtrips), long messages, and 
often heavy computational operations, all of which contribute to increase the setup 
delay [37]. Session setup for IP multimedia is often based on protocols that are quite 
rich and involve additional roundtrips; altogether this results in a long session setup 
time. Adding a heavy key management protocol would degrade the service, especially 
for thin clients (for whom the cryptographic operations may be quite slow), and 
would reduce the competitiveness of the service itself (e.g., as having a user to wait 
for too long is definitely not acceptable).   

 
The above requirements call for header compression-friendliness, wireless (especially 
cellular) link-friendliness (e.g., bandwidth preservation and transmission bit error 
robustness), and efficient protocols. 

1.2 Thesis Outline  
 

The thesis presented in the following pages defines requirements and specifies solutions for 
end-to-end media security, according to a transport-friendly approach. The material presented 
in this thesis is the result of extensive work, during nearly four years, and has involved 
primarily members of the Ericsson Communications Security Lab: Rolf Blom, Fredrik 
Lindholm, Karl Norrman, Mats Näslund, and myself.  

Chapter 2 describes some simple communication scenarios that are used as a 
reference for the rest of the thesis. This also gives a basic introduction to the protocols that 
are involved. A very brief introduction to possible threats to IP communications is described, 
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together with a discussion of the trust model that differentiates the protection for the setup 
signalling and the media. The discussion from there on focuses solely on media protection.  

Chapter 3 extensively discusses the requirements for security solutions in 
heterogeneous environments, and illustrates the principle of transport-friendliness.  

Chapter 4 contains a brief literature review, and motivates why existing IP security 
protocols were not sufficient for the scenarios described in Chapter 2 and the requirements 
identified in Chapter 3. An overview of major standardisation bodies is also provided.  

Chapters 5 to 7 describe the innovative part of the thesis, and the core components of 
a security solution to IP multimedia applications: (1) a security protocol and (2) a key 
management protocol. These fulfill the requirements identified in Chapter 3 and fit the 
scenarios of Chapter 2. The proposed security protocol is the Secure Real-time Transport 
Protocol (SRTP), which provides protection for RTP, the protocol used to carry voice and 
video. The control protocol of RTP (RTCP) is also included in this security protocol 
(SRTCP). Both SRTP and SRTCP are described in Chapter 7. To be complete, a security 
solution needs a key management protocol, in order to manage the security parameters, 
including keys, for the security protocol. The key management protocol described in Chapter 
5 is Multimedia Internet KEYing (MIKEY). MIKEY can be integrated into the session setup, 
e.g. via SIP and RTSP, as described in Chapter 6.  

Chapter 8 describes applications where these new protocols are used or could be used. 
These application scenarios are associated with standardisation bodies other than IETF, and 
they involve: Digital Rights Management, security for multicast and broadcast 
communication, and media security for a Push-to-talk service.   

Finally, Chapter 9 lists some open issues in the area of security for IP multimedia that 
the thesis has not addressed, or that are still not well defined or solved.    
 
The SRTP and MIKEY protocols are being developed in the Internet Engineering Task 
Force (IETF). IETF is an "open international community of network designers, operators, 
vendors, and researchers concerned with the evolution of the Internet architecture and the 
smooth operation of the Internet"3. IETF is organized into Working Groups that discuss 
architectures and especially protocols. IETF develops Internet protocols and Standards, these 
are typically then adopted by other standardisation bodies, such as 3GPP (which is the body 
developing 3G solutions). IETF is based on the voluntary work of a large open community. 
An individual can submit his/her work, e.g. a protocol (as an Internet Draft), and get help 
from interested people involved in the field. The review and validation of the submission is 
done in stages, and is performed by the open community (everybody who is interested), by 
experts in the field related to the submission, and by a group of expert constituting the 
Steering Group of the community. The hope for the submission is to become a Standard. In 
reality this is a long process [17]. The next step in the process, after the Internet Draft has 
passed the first round of review as described above, is for the submission to reach the status 
of a Proposed Standard (then, further processing is needed to reach the status of a Standard).  

SRTP and MIKEY are both currently Proposed Standards, respectively RFC 3711 [3], 
in the Audio/Video Transport (avt) Working Group, and RFC 3830 [6], in the Multimedia 
Security (msec) Working Group. 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
3 http://www.ietf.org/overview.html 
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Thesis’ Methodology 
This thesis is mostly about protocol design. The methodology adopted has been to design the 
protocols based on a set of constraints, then to evaluate this design based on: 
 

1. distributing the proposed solution as IETF Internet Drafts 
2. presenting and discussing these drafts within the IETF community 
3. promoting the implementation and measure of performances of the protocols  
4. evaluating these protocols in applications proposed within the 3GPP and OMA 

standardisation activities. 

1.3 Publications and Contributions 
 

Publications that form the basis of this work are listed below. These publications list the 
authors in alphabetic order (the order adopted by publication from the Ericsson 
Communications Security Lab). 
 
[1] Blom, R., Carrara, E., and Näslund, M., "Conversational Multimedia Security in 3G 
Networks", IETF, November 2000, expired Internet Draft. 
 
This Internet Draft listed requirements for Conversational Multimedia Security in 3G 
Networks. The work began with some initial investigations that I conducted in Ericsson, 
primarily to evaluate end-to-end security solutions for VoIPoW. The results were collected in 
this draft and represent the original requirement draft that began the IETF work. These 
requirements are expanded upon in Chapter 3. 
 
[2] Blom, R., Carrara, E., Norrman, K., and Näslund, M., "RTP Encryption for 3G Networks", 
November 2000, expired Internet Draft. 
 
This Internet Draft is the first, partial solution for end-to-end confidentiality for RTP traffic. 
The protocol was designed to fulfill the requirements identified in [1] and is part of the initial 
investigation I conducted. 
 
[3] Baugher, M., McGrew, D., Näslund, M., Carrara, E., and Norrman, K., "The Secure Real-
time Transport Protocol", RFC 3711, March 2004. 
 
RFC 3711 specifies the SRTP protocol, and is the standard reference for it. I have worked on 
the details of the protocol together with my co-authors, and I have been the main person from 
the Communications Security Lab responsible for the standardisation work.  
 
[4] Baugher, M., and Carrara, E., "The Use of TESLA in SRTP", IETF Work in Progress, 
February 2005. 
 
This Internet Draft is a work in progress within the IETF msec Working Group (at the time of 
this thesis). It integrates an efficient data origin authentication scheme (TESLA) within 
SRTP. I have contributed to the formulation of a large part of the details, for example the 
packet construction and the packet processing.  
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[5] Ott, J., and Carrara, E., "Extended Secure RTP Profile for RTCP-based Feedback 
(RTP/SAVPF)", IETF Work in Progress, July 2004.     
 
This Internet Draft is a work in progress in the IETF avt Working Group (at the time of this 
thesis). It defines the combination of two profiles for RTP, the secure profile provided by 
SRTP (the SAVP profile) and the extended RTP profile for RTCP-based feedback (the AVPF 
profile). I have contributed to the elaboration of the security implications that SRTP has when 
the AVPF profile is used.      
 
[6] Arrko, J., Carrara, E.,  Lindholm, F., Näslund, M., and Norrman, K., "MIKEY: Multimedia 
Internet KEYing", IETF RFC 3830, December 2003.   
 
RFC 3830 specifies the MIKEY protocol, and is the standard reference for it. I have worked 
on the details of the protocol together with my co-authors, and I have been one of the persons 
responsible for the standardisation work. 
 
[7] Arkko, J., Carrara, E., Lindholm, F., Näslund, M., and Norrman, K., "Key Management 
Extensions for SDP and RTSP", IETF Work in Progress, March 2005. 
 
This Internet Draft is a work within progress in the IETF mmusic Working Group (at the time 
of this thesis). It specifies the integration of MIKEY (and possibly other key management 
protocols) within session initiation protocols, occurring at the time of session setup. I have 
worked on the details of the framework together with my co-authors, and I have been one of 
the persons responsible for the standardisation work. 
 
[8] Blom, R., Carrara, E., Lindholm, F., Norrman, K., and Näslund, M., "Conversational IP 
Multimedia Security", Fourth IEEE Conference on Mobile and Wireless Communications 
Networks (MWCN 2002), September 2002, Stockholm. 
 
[9] Blom, R, Carrara, E., Lindholm, F., Norrman, K., and Näslund, M., "Key Management and 
Protection for IP Multimedia", in Multimedia Security Handbook, Chapter 5, CRC Press, 
December 2004. 
 
These last two publications provide an overview of the topic, a summary of the use of the 
protocols, and some usage scenarios which are particularly suitable. I have been one of the 
main authors of these publications.   
 
The direction for my research began as early as my master thesis, "Wireless Adaptation of a 
Security Management Protocol Suite", M.S.Thesis, Royal Institute of Technology, 
Teleinformatics, May 1999. This earlier thesis examined field specific compression as a 
technique to reduce the number of radio link frames and the number of roundtrips needed to 
do an IKE key exchange across GSM. 
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2 Scenarios and Threats  
 

This chapter provides some terminology background and identifies the 
protocols involved in a multimedia communication. Few scenarios are 
described, related to conversational IP multimedia and streaming, which 
will be used as reference scenarios in this thesis. The chapter finally 
provides a brief overview of the threats and the possible trust models for the 
described scenarios. 

 
 
A multimedia session may consist of different types of media applications, such as an audio 
session, a video session, a whiteboard application, and a web download. The communication 
can be client-to-client, and can involve servers in various ways (e.g. streaming, download); it 
can be unicast or it can involve groups (e.g. multicast, broadcast). Users engaged in a 
conversational multimedia session share their traffic, and interact with each other in near 
real-time. A short walkthrough of some multimedia scenarios and the involved protocols are 
given below.  

The parties need information about each other before the communication starts. In 
particular, the user initiating the session needs first to locate the other parties, determine their 
availability, and learn their capabilities. The parties need to agree upon their capabilities, in 
order to continue the session establishment. It is common practice to utilize a session 
establishment protocol, or call control protocol, which takes care of the actual setup and 
management of the media communication. Examples of session establishment protocols are 
the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [18], for a client-to-client scenario, and the Real Time 
Streaming Protocol (RTSP) [19], for a client-server scenario. The session establishment 
protocol can initiate and terminate the sessions, negotiate the peers' capabilities, such as 
codecs, making use of description protocols (e.g., the Session Description Protocol, SDP 
[20]), and in general controlling the sessions. SIP is built on an infrastructure that can utilize 
proxies to locate peers and adopts an offer/answer model [21] to negotiate the peers' 
capabilities so that the peers can agree upon a common view of the multimedia session. 
Simpler protocols such as the Session Announcement Protocol (SAP) [22] are used to simply 
announce a session and its parameters, without any further negotiation.  

When the media session should be secure, the security setup needs to be performed 
before the media starts, generally by utilizing a key management protocol for the exchange 
and management of security parameters needed by the media security protocol. As shown in 
Chapter 6, the session establishment protocol can play a role in the establishment of the 
media session security, by integrating key management.  

The multimedia session starts once the setup is complete. Each of the sessions that are 
part of the multimedia session may need different protection. For example, an HTTP session 
may be secured by the Transport Layer Security protocol (TLS) [23], which can not be used 
by the audio/video sessions (as these are carried on UDP). However, the latter may be 
protected by the IP Security protocol (IPsec) [24] or by the Secure Real-time Transport 
Protocol (SRTP, Chapter 7). The use of different protection schemes per application may also 
be motivated by the particular underlying network; for example, voice applications over RTP 
(Voice over IP) may require specific optimizations over a wireless link, such as header 
compression, which in turns necessitate particular features of the security protocol (see 
Chapter 3).  
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2.1 Scenarios 
 

Below we describe a number of interesting scenarios in more detail.  

2.1.1 Conversational Multimedia  
 

In the scenario illustrated in Figure 1, Alice would like to speak with Bob using Voice over 
IP. Alice invites Bob to communicate, using SIP to setup and control the call. The SIP 
messages go through SIP proxies until Bob is located at his current position and device: 
Alice's SIP proxy locates Bob's SIP proxy, who is aware of where Bob is currently available. 
A SIP exchange allows Alice's and Bob's terminal to negotiate codecs, address information, 
and other parameters. Note that the SIP messages travel in a hop-by-hop fashion between the 
endpoints and the intermediary proxies. On the other hand, once the SIP setup is completed, 
media traffic can be sent directly between Alice and Bob, as at that point the necessary 
information (such as their addresses) are known to the parties.   

SIP Proxy
SIP Proxy

------ Signalling (SIP)

Media flow (RTP)

Access

Network

INTERNET

Access

Network

SIP

SIP

SIP

RTP

Alice’s
terminal

Bob’s
terminal

Attacker

 
 
Figure 1: A two-party SIP call. SIP is used as session establishment protocol, and RTP 
is the protocol to carry the media traffic.  

 
 
The scenario might go far beyond a simple voice call. Using for example videophones, Alice 
and Bob can be engaged in a conversational multimedia session, including sharing of 
audio/video clips. Alice may want also to show Bob the photos from her latest travel. The 
photos may be stored in Alice's terminal, or on a server in the network, so that Alice needs to 
give Bob the access to them. Alice and Bob may want to start some multimedia applications 
such as a whiteboard or file sharing application. Codec incompatibility may require Bob to 
use a transcoder, which is located at another address. Similar setups can be assumed for 
multimedia business application scenarios. 

The scenario can be also extended to small groups, where a small group of users is 
engaged in a multimedia session, for example an interactive videoconference. Different 
setups are possible when members of the groups are invited. For small groups, the media may 
be peer-to-peer and the session control may be handled by one of the participants, who is in 
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charge of inviting new members. For larger group settings, such as a multicast conference 
involving hundreds of participants, the signalling may be on a peer-to-peer basis between the 
controlling member and each other peer, while the media can be multicast. As the group size 
increases, managing the group becomes more troublesome, especially if security is to be 
provided. The group can be then handled by a central control unit, which instantiates a 
pairwise relation to each member, and acts as server for both signalling and media (Figure 2).  
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Figure 2: A group multimedia session controlled by a central unit. 
 

2.1.2 Streaming  
 

In the scenario illustrated in Figure 3, a streaming server distributes media to the receivers, 
according to a client-server model. The RTSP protocol may perform the session setup and 
control, running directly between the server and each client. RTSP and the integrated SDP 
description allow the client and the server to exchange capabilities, so that the media 
communication can take place. The media distribution can be done either by using unicast 
distribution or multicast. This scenario could also be part of the previous ones, for example if 
the sender invites the other peers to share a streaming session.  
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Figure 3: A streaming session, for example a server streaming music to a client. 
RTSP is used as session establishment protocol, and RTP is the protocol to stream 
the music clip. 

 

2.2 Security for IP Multimedia 
 

The scenarios described above, and in general IP multimedia applications, are all subject to 
the security threats that are applicable to IP communications. Some of these common threats 
are briefly described in the following section. The list is far away from being exhaustive, as 
only some threats are considered, focusing explicitly on traffic during transmission (e.g. 
aspects such as infrastructure and node security are not considered, although they are 
critical). Some of the selected threats are especially relevant as the security protocols 
described later in the thesis are designed to address them (see Chapters 5 and 7).  

The applicability of these treats to certain applications/scenarios also depends on the 
trust model, which defines the trust relationships between the parties, and also defines the 
trust level of the underlying networks. Whenever traffic traverses untrusted networks, the 
traffic can be subject to attacks. The Internet backbone is an example of an untrusted network 
(as the figures above show, attackers are active on the open Internet). The trust model (see 
section 2.2.2) defines where threats are likely to come from, hence motivating the way a 
particular security mechanism should be applied and where it should be applied. Applying 
security end-to-end, i.e. between recipients, is the way to guarantee security without relying 
on network trust. 

2.2.1 Threats to IP Multimedia  
 

Security for IP multimedia needs to guard against, among other threats, unauthorized access 
to sensitive data and services, message manipulation, rogue or replayed messages, and 
disturbance of the availability of network services. Protection against these threats is 
achieved by applying common security mechanisms, specifically:  
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Confidentiality protection, achieved by encrypting the data to be transmitted, 
guarantees that any unauthorized parties (e.g. an eavesdropper on the path between the 
recipients) is prevented from gaining access to the data in transit.  

Integrity protection guarantees that the data arriving at the receiver has not been 
manipulated during the transmission nor created by unauthorized sources (i.e., a rogue 
message). Integrity protection is typically achieved by appending a cryptographic checksum, 
called the Message Authentication Code (MAC) or a digital signature to each packet.  

Replay protection assures that a packet, legitimately sent by the source at an earlier 
moment in time, is not re-injected and accepted by the recipients. A sequence number is often 
associated with the packet that is then authenticated. The receiver maintains a replay list, 
where the sequence numbers of the packets that have been received and authenticated are 
stored. The replay list is in practice implemented, due to memory limitations, as a "sliding 
window", i.e., the sequence number of a packet that has just arrived is compared against the 
window, and accepted if it lies within it or ahead of it, and has not yet been received. 
  Data origin authentication is the assertion of the legitimacy of the source. In peer-to-
peer communication it is typically enough to apply integrity protection, even if it is 
repudiable (the sender can deny the transmission of the message4). The fact that only the two 
peers know the secret key is sufficient to prove the origin. In a group scenario, the key can be 
shared among the members, but now the origin is potentially from any member of the group. 
Integrity protection is based on MACs, thus the receiver can guarantee that the message 
comes from a member belonging to the group and that it has not been modified by someone 
not within the group, but this gives unlimited trust to the group members, that is, the 
members can impersonate each other. Therefore MACs in group communications are not 
enough to provide data origin authentication, instead digital signatures and certificates are 
used. This last method is expensive, however some more efficient schemes based on 
symmetric key cryptography exist. Data origin authentication is discussed more in Section 
7.4.1. 

User authentication, typically achieved by using digital signatures, guarantees that the 
data is from a specific user. 
 
The threat of disturbance of network services remains one of the most complex threats to 
address. It has many forms and may have many different effects. It is often used to 
undermine the performance or availability of a service, for example effecting or preventing 
legitimate users' access to the service. Denial of Service (DoS) attacks are one means to 
achieve such a service disturbance. Authentication can help mitigating the threat, but is not 
the ultimate response to it. Many different mechanisms are needed, many of which are not 
pure cryptographic methods, but rather implementations of best practices to increase the 
robustness of the network (c.f. [99] for best practices against DoS attacks).  

The threats described above are clearly applicable to the scenarios illustrated in 
Section 2.1, unless the appropriate security mechanisms are applied. Both the session 
establishment protocols and the media traffic may be subject to attacks. In particular, threats 
critical for session establishment are manipulation and rogue messages, leading to session re-
direction, session hijacking, fraud, denial of service, etc. The media session is particularly 
threatened by eavesdropping (violating confidentiality) and message manipulation. Some 
examples of possible attacks to VoIP sessions are described in [25].   
 
 
 

                                                 
4 Where non-repudiation is desired, digital signatures are used. 
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2.2.2 Trust model 
 

The security solution applicable in a given scenario is strongly dependent on the assumed 
trust model, which defines the trust relations between the different actors in the system. For 
example, the trust that the peers place on the underlying networks is defined by the trust 
model. Depending on the trust model, the security solution can be of two main flavors:  
end-to-end (e2e) and hop-by-hop.  

End-to-end security implies that messages are secured between the endpoints, so that 
no entity on the path between the endpoints can read or manipulate these messages. In other 
words, the networks that the message traverses are not trusted and attacks are expected to 
come from them. Additionally, end-to-end security implies that there is no trust of the 
intermediary entities: thus only the endpoints have access to the key5.  

In contrast, hop-by-hop security is used when there is trust of only some parties, such 
as proxies, but not of the rest of the underlying networks where attackers could act. The 
secure channel is terminated at the trusted intermediaries, which may in turn reapply security 
for the following path leg(s). The trusted party might need to access the traffic for 
optimizations, monitoring, and other network interventions, and is trusted to act fairly and in 
general to (re-)enforce security of the traffic either to the final endpoint or to another trusted 
intermediary.    

The possible trust models vary a lot, as they may depend on e.g., business relations, 
the involved networks, which backbone is used for transport, etc. Some networks for example 
may be trusted, in a given context (for example corporate networks), thus it may be that no 
additional security is applied to the traffic while transiting these trusted networks. In this 
case, the trusted network may apply security to the traffic only at its border to each untrusted 
network, such as the Internet (this is a typical trust model for 3GPP [11]). 

Here we will briefly describe a likely trust model for the scenarios described in 
Section 2.1. The communication can be seen as composed of two planes, the signalling plane 
(the session establishment protocol) and the media plane (audio/video, web, etc).  

The signalling plane goes between the endpoints, but typically needs also to reach 
intermediary points, as in the case of SIP. SIP generally uses proxies to locate the endpoints 
(Section 2.1.1), and such proxies often need to read and manipulate the signalling messages. 
This implies that the trust model for such signalling plane is inherently hop-by-hop, as 
showed in Figure 4. The proxies need to be trusted in order to have access to these messages. 
In fact, if security were applied between the endpoints, none of the proxies would be able to 
read the message (if it were encrypted) nor would the endpoints be able to use the message if 
any proxy had manipulated it (as this would result in an authentication failure at the receiver, 
and the packet would be dropped). Therefore, if the underlying network is not trusted, each 
endpoint should enforce signalling plane security towards its outbound proxy and require the 
proxies on the path to apply adequate security between them (hop-by-hop security, typically 
using TLS or IPsec) [18] [26]. However there is no way for the endpoints to ensure that such 
inter-proxy security is actually enforced6. An endpoint could ensure partial security to a given 
proxy on the path [27], or could ensure end-to-end security of that part of the message that 
proxies do not need to read or modify. For example, the SDP part of the SIP message, 
carrying the actual session description, could be protected end-to-end by S/MIME [18]. 

                                                 
5 Strictly speaking, this statement is dependent on which key management protocol is used between the 
endpoints. Some protocols are based on a trusted third party, which might possess the key. In this case, that 
party is trusted not to act maliciously.    
6 An onion-style approach could be used, e.g. by terminating the security of different parts of the message to 
different points in the network. However this implies complexity in key management, appropriate support, and 
is also dependent to what the different middleboxes need to access.     
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However, this might cause problems e.g. if network address translation (NAT) is needed on 
the path (as SDP carries addresses that may need to be changed). 
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Figure 4: Trust model for a multimedia session based on SIP. The trust relation for SIP 
is hop-by-hop between the SIP proxies (only two proxies are shown; if more are involved 
in between, the trust model is hop-by-hop to them too). The trust relation for the media 
traffic (RTP) can be end-to-end (1), but it can also be hop-by-hop (2), when a middlebox 
(MD), e.g. a translator is needed. Section 8.3 describes an example of hop-by-hop trust 
model for the media protection.  

 
 
There are simple cases when the endpoints know their respective position and can directly 
communicate without the need of SIP proxies, in which case an end-to-end approach for 
signalling security may be used.  

In the case of RTSP, the infrastructure is less complex (as the proxy system is not 
used) and the signalling plane security can be end-to-end between the client and the server, 
e.g. using TLS [19].  

Independent of the signalling plane, the media plane is generally sent directly between 
the endpoints; therefore it is possible (and highly recommended) to protect it end-to-end. 
However, there are indeed cases where this is not possible. For example, translators [28] can 
be used when the communicating parties do not share codecs: the media is transcoded in the 
translator, who needs full access to the media. Similar considerations apply to mixers [28], 
used to improve group communication, to media gateways for the adaptation of the traffic 
between different types of networks, to media and conference servers, to entities performing 
content inspection for charging, etc. Such a device on the path is often called middlebox, and 
it may need to read the media content and/or manipulate it, hence functioning as a 
terminating point for the media security (Figure 4). There are only few cases where end-to-
end security can be maintained despite a middlebox is on the path. One example is when rate 
adaptation is performed by truncating the packet [111]; in that case it is possible to preserve 
end-to-end encryption (but not end-to-end integrity). It is also possible to apply security at 
higher layers than the one where the middlebox operates, for example usage of an application 
security protocol allows a middlebox to have access to the network and transport headers for 
e.g., compression and filtering (this is the approach adopted in our security protocol in 
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Chapter 7). When middleboxes need access to the packet to perform their function7, hop-by-
hop security for the media plane can be used. Note that only trusted middleboxes could be 
explicitly used, and they would be included via the signalling plan's action. This implies trust 
considerations (raising issues such as the trustworthiness of the middlebox, i.e., the extent to 
which it is trusted), clearly a major issue if the middlebox is to operate as a transparent node, 
i.e. without the endpoint being aware of it (if the node needs to somehow terminate the 
security, it can hardly be "transparent"). Appropriate key management distribution (and hence 
also knowledge of the middlebox on the path) is necessary when the protected message part 
is to be accessed, thus the middlebox will need the key to the message or at least to the part it 
is interested in.   

                                                 
7 There are cases where inability of the middlebox to access the packet can be traded with increased cost of the 
service, i.e. the user pays to have end-to-end security.  
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3 Requirements for security solutions 
in heterogeneous networks  

 
This chapter identifies requirements on a security solution for IP multimedia 
applications in hetereogenous networks. 
 

 
There are several challenges in the technical development of IP multimedia applications in 
heterogeneous networks. This chapter focuses on challenges that rise from security provision. 

Quality of Service (QoS) is a critical aspect for IP multimedia applications. There has 
been for example much discussion about VoIP and QoS: despite the advantages that VoIP 
can bring (such as reduced cost), many have posited that the service and the technology will 
not succeed unless at least the quality of traditional toll-grade telephony is offered. However, 
there are cost sensitive users who will trade off quality for reduced cost, similarly there are 
cost insensitive users who will trade off cost for e.g., immediacy or mobility. QoS 
degradation may also come as side effect of security, unless the design is careful. There are 
many security solutions developed for protecting data communication, which could be reused 
for IP multimedia applications as well. However, it will be shown in this chapter (and further, 
in Chapter 4) that applying such solutions to IP multimedia is not straightforward, given the 
characteristics of such traffic. 

Additional complications come from the heterogeneous nature of the networks. The 
fact that the communication path can comprise many links with very different characteristics 
implies that the end-to-end protection needs to take these characteristics into consideration. 
Particular attention should be paid to the most restrictive link (in terms of bandwidth, bit-
error rate, etc.), which dictates the tightest requirements. Not surprisingly, the wireless link 
(in particular, for cellular systems) is often the most restrictive link.  

Some important aspects related to heterogeneous networks are discussed in the 
following sections, with references to Chapter 4 as well. Our focus will be to identify the 
requirements that new applications and scenarios in heterogeneous networks will pose on 
security solutions, because it is critical to the understanding of the impact that security would 
have. The risk is that if such impact is not understood, then either the service is penalized or 
the security reduced. The requirements that are identified in the following sections will be 
addressed by the security protocols those design is the main topic of the thesis.  

General best practices for designing security protocols and solutions [33] are not 
discussed, as they are always assumed to apply.  

3.1 Bandwidth  
 

IP multimedia services over 3G networks need to be efficient and cost-effective if they are to 
be successful, otherwise they will not be competitive when compared to existing services 
(i.e., circuit switched services). Bandwidth consumption is a prime factor determining the 
cost in cellular networks, since spectrum is generally regarded as a scarce and expensive 
resource in 2G and 3G networks. To be economically successful, a commercial cellular 
system requires a sufficient number of subscribers. Therefore there is a limited per-user 
bandwidth, which varies by location and what other users in the same cell are doing. 
Additionally, due to the tendency of the user's expectation of available bandwidth increasing 
with time, and due to the introduction of bandwidth-consuming applications and services 
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(such as streaming and gaming), there is increasing pressure to either increase bandwidth or 
increase efficiency.  

The IP protocol suite suffers from certain inefficiencies in terms of bandwidth, due to 
its use of in-line signalling (i.e., the packets themselves carry signalling information). The IP 
stack works in a layered way, where the application data (e.g. the voice or video samples, 
which is the relevant information from an application/user prospective) is encapsulated in 
headers that provide routing, packetization, quality of service, etc. Each layer of the stack 
adds its own header. This in-line signalling decreases the ratio between the user information 
carried (the application data) and the total bandwidth utilized (we refer to this as the 
information ratio).   

There are applications for which the information ratio is extremely poor, and some of 
these are multimedia applications. In packet switched networks (IP), voice and video are 
carried via the Real Time Transport Protocol (RTP) over UDP (Chapter 4). An RTP voice 
payload in a 3G application (VoIPoW) can be as small as 15-30 bytes, while the 
IP/UDP/RTP headers add 40 bytes in the case of IPv4, and 60 bytes in the case of IPv6 (see 
Figure 5). Thus, more than 50% of the bits do not carry information of significance for the 
endpoints. Applications such as video improve the information ratio as they typically 
generate larger payloads, although on average the impact on cost and performance of these 
headers is still non-negligible.  

Poor information ratio is an issue for services based on the all-IP paradigm, thus 
header compression, e.g. the Robust Header Compression (ROHC), was developed. ROHC 
consists of profiles [10] to compress the different header combinations. In particular, the 
profile for compressing IP/UDP/RTP headers is believed by many to be necessary in 3G 
networks, in order to maintain a capacity that is comparable to that of circuit switched 
networks [29].  
 
 

 
20 bytes 8 bytes 12 bytes 

2 bytes 

IP  UDP RTP header RTP payload 

ROHC RTP payload 

 
 

Figure 5: ROHC header compression, IPv4/UDP/RTP profile. The headers can 
be compressed to an avarage of two bytes.   

  
 
IP signalling protocols (such as SIP and RTSP, and key management protocols) are also often 
designed with little consideration for bandwidth or delay. They are generally based on a 
request-reply schema, often implying negotiation of parameters, and specific assertions in the 
case of key management (authentication of the peers, challenge-response mechanisms, 
certificate exchange, etc.). Unfortunately, all this requires many roundtrip times, and often 
quite large messages, consuming bandwidth and, as discussed later, worsening the session 
setup delay budget. Furthermore these messages may not map well to the link layer frames 
resulting in even more wasted bandwidth and delay [100]. 
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3.1.1 Security and Bandwidth  
 

The use of a security protocol needs to be evaluated in terms of the impact on bandwidth. 
There are at least three aspects to consider: 
 

! Interaction with optimization techniques, such as compression. 
 
! Message expansion, due for example to the addition of even more in-band signalling 

(i.e., new fields added to the packet for the security processing) or long fields (e.g., 
transfer of certificates). 

 
! Additional roundtrips and long setup messages, for example within the key 

management protocol (see also Section 3.4.2). 
 
There are services that are believed to benefit from the assistance of network intermediaries, 
which perform optimizations of various kinds. Header (de)compressors and TCP 
performance enhancement proxies are examples of network-enhancement proxies that target 
bandwidth optimization8. Since such intermediary often needs to manipulate/read the traffic, 
it may also need to act as security endpoint, or at least have access to certain parts of the 
message (see ALIAS, Section 4.3, and Section 2.2.2), otherwise the intermediary can not 
manipulate/read the content. For example, in 3G the headers may be compressed between the 
client and a network element on the other side of the wireless link [30]. Encryption of the 
headers, applied end-to-end between the endpoints, at a higher layer in the stack than 
compression, would not allow this compression/decompression. In fact, compression can not 
be performed efficiently if applied after encryption. This is because the result of encryption 
produces random data and hence there should be no redundancy. Furthermore, the 
(de)compressor is not the other endpoint but is located in the network. A straightforward 
solution is to leave the headers to be compressed in cleartext9, provided that this does not 
leave open unacceptable threats. An alternative would be to secure the headers (to be 
(de)compressed) hop-by-hop to a trusted network (de)compressor, so that the part of the 
message to be (de)compressed is disclosed only to it, but otherwise secure to the other parties 
(Section 4.3). 

The security protocol may also have an impact on bandwidth due to its need for 
additional fields in the packet. Some fields are needed for synchronization of the security 
algorithms, for example the Initialization Vector (e.g., 64 or 128 bits per packet) needed by 
certain encryption algorithms, and explicit pointers to the key and the security configuration 
that were used. Some algorithms suffer from the inherent expansion of the data they process, 
for example block ciphers add padding. Integrity protection adds an uncompressible tag per 
packet (typically 96 bits). This type of packet expansion is obviously particularly 
troublesome when the packet has on average a short length, such as for voice applications in 
3G, since the information ratio substantially decreases.   

Furthermore, there are cases where extra bytes are simply infeasible. This is the case 
of older and less flexible wireless channels such as the legacy IS-95 bearer channel in 
CDMA2000 VoIP services. These radio bearers are optimized for specific payload sizes, 
implying that not even a single byte can be added to the speech frame without switching to 
the next higher fixed packet size supported by the link. This results in an increased cost, and 
in discarding speech frames that already belong to the largest payload size (as there is no 
bigger packet size available). These issues were the motivation for the work on the link-layer 
                                                 
8 These are example of middleboxes, discussed at the end of Chapter 2. 
9 This is the approach adopted by the application security protocol described in Chapter 7. 
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assisted (or 0-byte) header compression profile [31]. The requirement placed on a security 
protocol for those links is not to add bytes to the original packet.  

A careful design of the security protocol can indeed limit the number of additional bytes, 
for example:  
 

! In general, a security protocol working at the application layer can more easily be 
designed to meet narrow requirements, as it is closer to the particular application. 
Security protocols working at lower layers, such as the network layer (IPsec), target 
quite a broad spectrum of applications and scenarios, therefore their design can be 
expected to be much broader and not fine-tuned.  

 
! Synchronization of security processing might be possible to base on existing fields in 

the headers (e.g., sequence numbers), without adding new fields for that purpose.  
 
! There are different encryption algorithms, with different bandwidth needs. Of the two 

main classes, block ciphers and stream ciphers, the first tends to expand the original 
packet due to padding, while the second maintains the original length.  

 
! Authentication tags for integrity protection add one field per packet, which consumes 

bandwidth, commonly 12 bytes for a high level of security (as shorter tags imply a 
security tradeoff). While it is extremely important to provide integrity protection, it 
should not prevent implementation of services that might become too costly if the 
bandwidth consumption were too high. Therefore it should be possible to choose a 
tradeoff, thus leaving the tag length as a configurable parameter, or allowing 
authentication to be optional (assuming that this is an acceptable risk by the 
application, see Section 7.3). Similar considerations hold for other authentication 
schemes, e.g. based on digital signatures.  

 
SRTP (see Chapter 7) is an example of how an application security protocol can be designed 
to meet this bandwidth friendliness requirement. 

Section 3.4 discusses bandwidth-consuming signalling protocols, including key 
management protocols, which may suffer from several roundtrips and long messages. This is 
especially important to consider when there is coupling between bandwidth and delay.  

3.2 Error-prone links  
 

Cellular links may introduce bit errors in packets crossing those links. If retransmission over 
the radio link is not used, the average bit error rate (BER) may be in the order of 10-3 (target 
BER for a typical circuit switched voice service). Real-time applications, such as streaming 
or conversational audio and video, have tight delay requirements, and end-to-end 
retransmission is generally not possible while providing good performance (for delay 
reasons), hence link layer retransmission and forward error correction (FEC) are frequently 
used.  
 High BER brings high frame error rate (FER), i.e. the actual frame is discarded 
because not error free. If for example all erroneous speech frames were dropped due to bit 
errors introduced by the cellular link, the FER would be high, and this would make it not 
possible to produce speech of acceptable quality [13].  
 Some multimedia applications tolerate bit errors when these occur in certain 
positions of the packet. This is because the human auditory/visual system can extract 
intelligible information from input even when damaged in a certain way. This is fortunate 
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because high protection of the frames is not feasible as the required mechanisms (e.g., 
channel encoding and forward error correction) consume a significant amount of time and 
bandwidth. If for example the target BER is decreased to 10-6 the spectrum efficiency 
decreases by 25-50% [13]10. Many tests have shown that better performance may be 
achievable by allowing errors and letting the human (helped by specialized decoders) recover 
from such errors, rather than extensively protecting the data from transmission errors (with 
obvious cost implications). Voice telephony for example requires bounded delays, which 
limit retransmission, but it is an application that can tolerate errors. The speech decoder 
benefits from the delivery of all the frames, even corrupted ones, because the bits in the 
speech frame have different sensitivity to errors. Heavy degradation in speech quality is 
experienced if an error occurs to a bit with high sensitivity to errors. Many of the speech 
codecs in use in 2G networks (GSM, TDMA, or PDC), divide the bits of the speech sample 
into three classes (see Figure 6), based on their sensitivity to error, and protect the most 
sensitive class with convolutional coding, but do not protect the least sensitive bit class. A 
frame is discarded only if an error occurs in the most sensitive class. This effectively reduces 
the overall probability of discarding the frame, as the frame is now discarded only if the error 
occurs in a critical part of the frame (and this probability is lower than the probability of any 
error in the complete frame). The frame is delivered to the application independently of the 
presence of undetected residual errors (i.e., errors can still remaining after correction) in the 
less sensitive classes. This is more advantageous than if the sample (with some errors in the 
lower classes) were simply discarded. The above techniques, known as Unequal Error 
Detection (UED) and Unequal Error Protection (UEP), are used in circuit switched 
networks, where the air link is strongly optimized for voice, but could be useful in packet 
switched networks as well [13]. These optimizations were obviously made to reduce costs, as 
ultimately protection against air link errors (hence quality) implies tradeoff with spectrum 
usage (better protection implies higher channel protection, which consumes more bandwidth 
and introduces greater cost and delay).   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

RTP packet 

Class A Class B Class A 

 
 

Figure 6: An RTP packet (RTP header and payload) is divided into UEP classes 
according to the error sensitivity of the bits. The size of the classes depends on 
the codec, see for example Section 3.6 of [14] for the sizes of Class A for AMR. 

   
 
Sjoberg et al. [14] describe the applicability of UEP for speech frames encoded with an 
Adaptive Multi-Rate (AMR) codec and encapsulated within RTP. When such a packet is 
carried over an IP network, the transport layer (typically UDP) might add a checksum. To 
coexist with UEP, the checksum can not cover the entire payload, but should have 
configurable coverage, for example to embrace only the RTP header or the RTP header with 
the AMR Class 1 bits (the most sensitive to errors). UDP Lite [15] is specifically designed to 

                                                 
10 Hence the trend in recent systems is to use link local retransmission schemes, which can exploit the data in 
each transmission. 
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provide a checksum whose coverage is variable. The novel concept of a checksum covering 
only a part of the packet took quite a while to be accepted within the IETF community, as the 
idea of sending a corrupted packet to the application was disliked by many parties. However, 
it has lately being accepted, and actually reused by another transport protocol under 
development [16].       

3.2.1 Security and Bit Error Tolerance 
 

What is the impact of bit errors when a given packet is protected by a security protocol?  
The impact is twofold:  
 

! A bit error from the point of view of the receiver has the same effect, as if the packet 
had changed during transit. This may cause authentication to fail, if the bit error 
occurs in a position covered by authentication; i.e., when the recipient verifies the 
packet's authentication field, it will observe a verification failure, and will discard the 
packet. Authentication is therefore difficult to combine with UEP, unless the 
authentication coverage embraces only the most sensitive bit class (which is also the 
class that is better protected, also by the transport layer checksum). However, this is 
not the traditional way in which authentication is used (where all of the payload is 
covered). It should also be remembered that message authentication is provided by 
appending a "tag" (a MAC, or a signature) to each packet. A manipulation is also 
detected (and the packet discarded) if the bit error occurs in the tag, which typically 
consists of several bytes, thus effectively increasing the size of the packet and the 
probability for it to be hit by bit errors. In other words, when message authentication 
is used, the channel needs to have very low target BER, hence decreasing spectrum 
efficiently.  

 
! A bit error occurring in the transmission of an encrypted packet may be propagated 

through the decryption phase. Ferland et al. [32] provide a good overview of the 
relation between encryption and BER. There are two major classes of ciphers, block 
ciphers and stream ciphers [33]. Block ciphers are the most commonly used, and they 
work on plaintext blocks, often with a feedback path. This implies that, after 
decryption, a single bit error occurring in transmission in the ciphertext effects one 
entire block (e.g. 64 or 128 bits, which should result in random noise). If there is 
feedback the effect of the error sometimes propagates to the following block causing 
errors in it as well. This property is not optimal from the receiver's quality point of 
view. Furthermore, it is difficult to apply UEP when block ciphers are used. The 
cipher in fact scrambles the bits within the block, and feedback "propagates" the 
block's influence to following blocks, making it difficult to draw borders between bit 
classes with different sensitivity to errors. Fortunately, stream ciphers do not have any 
of these properties. A stream cipher produces a keystream that is xored bit-by-bit with 
the plaintext to produce the ciphertext. Therefore a bit error in the ciphertext results, 
after decryption, in a bit error in the corresponding position, without propagation. 
Since the bit location is maintained throught the encryption/decryption process, the 
UEP class definition holds just as if the packet was not encrypted. Unfortunately 
proper use of stream ciphers may be not easy. For example, an attacker can cause 
predictable changes to the plaintext, even if he is not able to decrypt the ciphertext. 
Therefore, it is a good security practice to pair them with authentication [34], which 
we have seen has problems in the presence of bit errors. 
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3.3 Packet loss and unordered delivery   
 

Multimedia applications are quite sensitive to packet loss. The assumption of a heterogeneous 
environment implies that the flow may cross different types of networks before reaching a 
recipient. In particular, networks based on IP (e.g. the IP backbone) may introduce packet-
loss and non-ordered delivery of packets. Furthermore, application packet losses may occur, 
due to excess delay (i.e., late packets may need to be discarded in favor of newer ones), and 
from jitter (if the packet arrives after its adjacent packets have been removed from the 
receiver's buffer, see Section 3.4). The multimedia transport protocol, RTP, is based on UDP, 
an unreliable datagram service, as the time constraints do not allow for a reliable protocol 
using retransmission, such as TCP. Certain applications, such as VoIP, utilize small packets, 
hence it can be argued that their loss may be quite insignificant to the human listener; 
however packet loss occurs typically in bursts of packets, thus resulting in dropout.  

A security protocol needs to provide a mean to cope with packet-loss and non-ordered 
delivery of packets. Therefore, the security processing needs to be applied on a per-packet 
basis, to avoid inter-dependence between the processing of subsequent packets. This property 
of an encryption algorithm is called the fast-forward/rewind property [1], and indicates the 
ability for the algorithm to efficiently decrypt a packet independently of its order in the flow 
(so that, for example, the decryption of a received packet is not affected if previous packets 
were dropped). 

3.4 Efficiency  
 

Conversational multimedia applications have tight time constraints. Long delays strongly 
effect the quality of a service as perceived by the user, hence it is essential to keep delays 
within certain limits. For example, Cole and Rosenbluth [35] conclude that VoIP deals well 
with delays less than 177 msec. Similarly, the call setup delay needs to be within certain 
limit, or the user might abort the call thinking it has failed. However, in heterogeneous 
environments involving cellular networks (i.e., 2G and 3G), delays represent a particularly 
significant challenge due to their complex link layer delays.  

3.4.1 Delays 
 

IP multimedia applications often have strict time requirements. Conversational IP 
multimedia, in particular, comprises real-time interaction of the users for which delay 
represents a major QoS obstacle. Many factors contribute to the delay budget in cellular 
networks, namely:  

 
! Delay introduced by processing at the end devices, which tend increasingly to be thin 

clients. For example, heavy cryptographic operations (such as public-key based 
operations) and codec processing can contribute significantly to the delay.   

 
! Delay introduced by the underlying network. This includes processing time at the 

different network nodes (e.g. proxies, firewalls, possibly encrypting/decrypting 
points), queuing and transmission delay, jitter11, and delay due to the signalling 
specific to each network technology. The radio access network is expected to 

                                                 
11  Jitter is the non-uniform packet delay, which can cause packets to arrive and be processed out of sequence. 
Techniques used to limit jitter include buffering at the receiver (although proper adaptive dimensioning is  
non-trivial), QoS-aware network nodes with appropriate packet scheduling, and increasing the effective packet 
bandwidth [25].   
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contribute to the delay, due to signalling (PDP context management, resource 
reservation, channel switching) and choice of bearer. Furthermore, there exists a 
fundamental tradeoff between transmission quality over wireless links and delay (as 
already discussed in Section 3.2). The quality in a radio system typically varies 
between frames (due to fading), and the average BER can be 10-3 (varying between  
10-2 and 10-4). To make use of such error-prone channels, various methods are 
introduced to increase the radio channel performance, such as forward error correction 
(FEC) and interleaving, and (when affordable) low-level retransmissions (Automated 
Repeat Request, ARQ). While this improves the channel performance, the cost is paid 
in terms of higher system delay and bandwidth.  

 
! Delay introduced by specific IP signalling protocols, such as SIP, SDP, RTSP, and 

key management. These protocols often involve multiple roundtrips (as they are 
request-reply based, and need to assure certain properties such as anti-replay for key 
management) and long messages (as they need to provide all the necessary 
information to the participants). Signalling compression work, as a complement to the 
cited header compression work described above, has been done to reduce such setup 
delay [36]. Measurements for SIP signalling exchange are reported in [37]. In general, 
the number of roundtrips is a main factor contributing to the delay (and this delay 
tends to dominate more and more as processor performance and network bandwidth 
improve). 

 
There exist many delay measurements for VoIP, e.g. [38], [39], [40]. ITU-T [41] sets an 
upper bound of 150 ms for one-way transmission time as acceptable for most user 
applications (and up to 400 ms for international connections). This delay budget is in reality 
easily consumed, by the processing at the endpoints and especially by the processing at 
various components of the packet network. For example, codec processing may vary between 
0.75-30 ms, the queue delay (i.e., in the router buffers) may add up to 30 ms, jitter (and the 
related buffering) can add 40-70 ms [42]. Public land mobile network (PLMN) systems 
contribute with around 80-110 ms to one-way propagation time [41]. Goode [38] provides a 
sample delay budget for VoIP using a G.729 codec, taking into consideration the various 
processing components. The reported delay budget is around 120 ms without the backbone 
network delay, which itself varies according to the region. The resulting budget is still within 
the ITU-T Recommendation [41], although showing that end-to-end delays for VoIP calls are 
larger than for PSTN calls. In any case, it is clear that very limited time in the delay budget 
remains for queuing and, especially, security processing.  

3.4.2 Effects of delays and handshaking on Security Protocols 
 

The security protocol requires a key management protocol to be run in advance of the secure 
communication session, to exchange all the necessary parameters, including keys. The impact 
of key management can be twofold12. Firstly, the protocol's security is generally based on 
expensive public key operations (e.g. requiring exponentiations and computing signatures).  
This consumes time, especially with thin devices, whose performances are improving fast, 
however typically few of their resources are dedicated to security, and the tendency is to 
produce devices that are low power. Secondly, a key management protocol typically requires 
several exchanges (roundtrips), as it needs to assure some basic security properties, for 

                                                 
12 There are other aspects that should be considered, but are left out of scope for this thesis. For example, a 
major impact can be the type of authentication infrastructure that the key management requires, e.g. a Public 
Key Infrastructure (PKI), which adds roundtrips for certificate verification and in general complexity.   
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example authentication of the parties and DoS robustness. It should also be noted that the 
protocol's messages may be quite large, e.g. because they may carry certificates, keys, and 
digital signatures.  

An expensive key management protocol requiring multiple roundtrips, in addition to a 
chatty session establishment protocol, would increase the communication setup delay, 
resulting in service degradation, as the user could in practice perceive that he is waiting for 
the call or streaming session to begin.  

There are several ways to design a key management protocol. The main optimization 
needed is to reduce the number of roundtrips, especially as the roundtrip time (RTT) over the 
air link is a limiting factor. For example, a timestamp-based protocol can execute in one 
roundtrip, compared to a challenge-response protocol that needs a three-way handshake. 
Additional efficiency is introduced if a peer sends the keys for the media protection to the 
recipient, and does not require such key material to be jointly built up by the other peer. 
Reducing negotiation of the parameters and adopting a more opportunistic behavior when the 
peers initiate the exchange can also save roundtrips. Chapter 5 describes a key management 
protocol, MIKEY, that was specifically designed to be efficient by reducing the roundtrips 
needed in the handshake.      

An additional property of IP multimedia is that a multimedia session may comprise 
several streams, e.g. a video stream, an audio stream, but may also include a web session, 
whiteboard, etc. Each of these streams can potentially require a separate security protocol, 
which in turn may require distinct key management protocols or separate execution of the 
same key management protocol, effectively requiring more messages and possibly additional 
roundtrips. To avoid this, a generic key management scheme would be needed, able to setup 
any given media security protocol (see Chapter 9). For example, the protocol in Chapter 5, 
MIKEY, fulfils this need. 

Efficiency is also required for the security processing of the media itself. Efficiency 
of this security protocol can be achieved by using fast cryptographic algorithms, for example 
stream ciphers based on AES (see Chapter 7) as encryption algorithms. Measurements for 
speed benchmarks for some of the most commonly used cryptographic algorithms are 
reported in [43]. As a general rule, public key based operations should be avoided, while 
symmetric key based operations should be preferred. A digital signature for example is an 
expensive operation; thus using MACs for message authentication are preferred as they are 
much faster (however, the security function provided by a signature is not the same as 
provided by a MAC, see for example Section 7.4.1). Additionally, implementation 
optimizations are also helpful in decreasing processing delays.  

3.5 Summary of Requirements 
 

This chapter examined a number of issues that the design of a security solution needs to take 
into account when applied to IP multimedia applications in heterogeneous networks. The 
main issue comes from the fact that it is difficult, ahead of the communication, to know the 
characteristics of the different links on the path between the recipients. This means that the 
security solution needs to be designed to work also on the link that has most of the 
constraints, which is generally the wireless link, in particular as in cellular wide area 
networks. 

The basic concept this chapter strived to convey is the need for a transport-friendly 
security solution. This concept was introduced by Steven Bellovin in the attempt to make 
IPsec ESP less hostile to certain network optimizations, and was then promoted by Y. Zhang 
(see also Section 4.3). We would like to extend this concept to the whole security solution as 
such, i.e., all its components. Security always comes at a cost, hence an important factor for 
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wide-spread adoption of security is to limit its impact on the service. If security is not well 
integrated with the service, the service may end up being limited by the security solution. In 
other words, the security could have a price too high, and thus the result is generally that 
security is sacrificed. To evaluate the impact that security can have on the service, we need to 
consider, among other aspects, the type of scenarios, the type of applications, the type of 
networks, and which optimizations the service expects from the network.  

The following is a list of the requirements identified that a security solution needs to 
address in order to be applicable to IP multimedia applications in heterogeneous networks. 
Here, "applicable" refers to the need of coexistence with quality of service, while minimizing 
cost. The security solution needs to adhere to the following principles: 
 

! Bandwidth friendliness 
! Header compression friendliness  
! Robustness to transmission bit errors 
! Efficiency 
! Per-packet processing  

 
These requirements were used in the design process of the security protocols described in 
Chapters 5, 6, and 7. There are obviously other requirements introduced by the specific usage 
environment. For example, a 3G service might require high scalability, due to the number of 
customers it should serve.   
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4 Literature review                
 

This chapter further illustrates the protocols involved in the scenarios 
described in Chapter 2. A summary of existing security protocols is provided, 
together with an analysis of the reasons why they are not suitable for IP 
multimedia applications in hetereogeneous networks. Finally, the chapter 
introduces standardisation bodies of interest for this thesis.  

 
 
There is extensive work to define IP multimedia services and architecture, including security 
solutions, especially within the different standardisation bodies. Much of the effort in 
defining components is performed in the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), primarily 
for protocol and system design. The work on IP multimedia in IETF is carried on by several 
Working Groups, between which the IP multimedia protocols' designs are scattered. Other 
standardisations bodies, such as 3GPP and the Open Mobile Alliance (OMA), define their 
services increasingly based on the IETF efforts.   

The following sections contain a brief summary of on-going activities in the area of IP 
multimedia, and give an overview of relevant security components and solutions that can be 
used to secure IP multimedia.  

4.1 Protocols involved in an IP multimedia session 

4.1.1 Session establishment protocols 
 

To initiate a media session (as described in the scenarios in Chapter 2), the involved parties 
need a description of the session, including for example details on the possible media codecs 
and the transport addresses. One protocol commonly used to exchange (e.g., negotiate or 
simply advertise) session parameters is the Session Description Protocol (SDP) [20]. SDP is 
a format for session descriptions, and can be carried in an electronic mail message using the 
Multi-Purpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME), or downloaded via HTTP, or encapsulated 
inside a transport protocol (such as a session establishment protocol). 
 
A session establishment protocol is used to setup the session, and manage it during its 
lifetime. Examples of session establishment protocols are the Session Initiation Protocol 
(SIP) and the Real Time Streaming Protocol (RTSP).  

SIP [18] makes use of an infrastructure of proxies (see the scenario in Section 2.1.1) 
to enable endpoints to discover each other (user location), determine their willingness to 
communicate (user availability), agree on the session parameters (user capabilities), setup and 
manage the session (modification, termination, addition/removal of participants). SIP adopts 
an offer/answer model [21] to negotiate the peers' capabilities so that the peers agree on a 
common view of the multimedia session. SIP supports personal mobility, by letting the users 
maintain a single public identifier regardless of their location. Some of the scenarios in 
Chapter 2 use SIP, and show typical SIP exchanges. SIP signalling can be secured via HTTP 
Digest Authentication, TLS or IPsec for hop-by-hop security, S/MIME for end-to-end 
security of part of the SIP body.  

RTSP [19] is used in client-server communication to setup and control the stream sent 
by the server to the client. Hence, its function is similar to the one SIP has, although RTSP 
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does not use a proxy architecture nor adopt the offer/answer model. The streaming scenario 
in Chapter 2 shows the use of RTSP. 

There are also simpler transport protocols used to advertise the session by carrying the 
SDP description. One example is the Session Announcement Protocol (SAP) [22], that is 
multicast to the potential session participants.  

4.1.2 Media traffic (audio and video) 
 

Media traffic, such as audio and video, is typically carried over the Real Time Transport 
Protocol (RTP) [28]. RTP provides end-to-end delivery for real-time data (e.g., interactive 
audio and video), by specifying services such as payload type identification, sequence 
numbering, timestamping, and delivery monitoring. A more detailed description of the RTP 
packet is given below, as RTP is the traffic we are interested to protect.  
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Figure 7: The RTP packet. All the fields except the RTP payload are referred to as "RTP 
header". An Extension field and a Padding & Padding Length fields (not shown in Figure) may 
also be present between the RTP header and the RTP payload.  

 
Figure 7 shows the RTP packet, formed by an RTP header and an RTP payload. Fields of 
particular interest in the RTP header are: 
 

! Payload type (PT), which identifies the format of the RTP payload and determines      
its interpretation by the application. 

! Sequence number, which starts with a random value and increments by one for each 
RTP packet sent, and is used for detecting packet loss and restoring packet sequence. 

! Timestamp (32 bits), which reflects the sampling instant of the first byte in the 
packet, and starts with random value.   

! Synchronization source (SSRC) identifier, which identifies the source, is chosen 
randomly, and has to be unique within the same RTP session (an algorithm exists to 
detect collisions). 

! Contributing sources (CSRC) list, a list of all the sources inserted by mixers, when a 
mixer has merged a number of RTP packets.  

 
The RTP payload carries the actual encoded audio/video samples. 

RTP is accompanied by its own control protocol, the Real Time Transport Control 
Protocol (RTCP). RTCP is mainly used to manage the session and send feedback reports 
(e.g. to provide information about packet loss) between the parties involved in the 
communication. Figure 8 shows an example of an RTCP packet. It always starts with a 
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sender or receiver report (a sender report is shown in the figure), signaled by the content of 
the payload (PT) field. The SSRC contained in the first 8 bytes (RTCP header) is the 
Synchronization Source identifier for the originator of the report. The sender/receiver report 
is then followed by other RTCP packets, for example containing an SDES or a BYE. SDES 
carries a persistent transport-level identifier (canonical name) for an RTP source, to keep 
track of the participants (the SSRC can not be used for this, as it is not a persistent identifier, 
but it can change due to a collision). The BYE packet forces the termination of the session. 

Chapter 7 describes a security protocol (Secure RTP) used to protect the RTP/RTCP 
traffic.  
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Figure 8: An example of an RTCP packet, here consisting of an RTCP compound packet with a 
Sender Report and an SDES packet. The first 8 bytes (up to, and including, the first SSRC), are 
hereby called "RTCP header", the remaining bytes the "RTCP payload".  
 

4.2 Security solutions  
 

The IETF community is unwilling to accept new protocols providing the same functionality; 
therefore, the introduction of a new protocol (which is the objective of this thesis) needs to be 
accompanied by reasons why existing protocols are not suitable for certain 
scenarios/applications. We list below protocols commonly used to provide security and 
explain why they might not be suitable in all cases of IP multimedia. 

4.2.1 (Media) security protocols 
 

There exist several widespread and well-tested security protocols for the protection of media 
traffic, offering the security functionality described in Chapter 2 (e.g. encryption and integrity 
protection). The existing and most widespread security protocols are IPsec and TLS.  

4.2.1.1 The IPsec Protocol Suite 
 

The IP Security Protocol (IPsec) [24] works at the network layer, and is integrated in the 
IPv6 stack. It comprises two security protocols: 
 

! IP Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP), used to provide confidentiality, data origin 
authentication, connectionless integrity, anti-replay, and limited traffic flow 
confidentiality [44]   
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! IP Authentication Header (AH), which provides similar protection as ESP, although 
without encryption and also covering the non-mutable fields of the IP header [45]13.  

 
Figure 9 shows the ESP packet. The ESP header contains: 
 

! Security Parameters Index (SPI), a 32-bit value used (in combination with other 
fields) to uniquely identify the Security Association (SA)14 associated with the 
packet. 

! Sequence Number, a monotonically increasing 32-bit counter used to allow anti-
replay service at the receiver.   

 
The ESP trailer contains: 

 
! Padding, if necessary (e.g. when a block cipher is used), and associated Pad Length. 
! Next Header, an identifier for the type of data contained in the IP payload field, e.g., 

an extension header in IPv6 or an upper layer protocol identifier (e.g., UDP/TCP).   
 
The IP payload field contains the original IP payload (or IP packet, according to the mode, 
see below), possibly encrypted. The Authentication tag contains the data necessary to verify 
the authenticity of the message. It is possible to select authentication, or encryption, or both. 
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Figure 9: ESP packets. (A) a plain IP packet,(B) ESP in transport mode, and (C) ESP in 
tunnel mode. The packet expansion due to the ESP fields should be noted. The figure 
illustrates IPv4, the IPv6 extensions are not shown (refer to [44]). 

 
                                                 
13 In the latest version of the IPsec Architecture [56], it is required that IPsec implementations support ESP and 
optionally AH (both were mandatory before). The fact that ESP is preferred to AH is because experience has 
shown that ESP generally covers AH's useful security services (and in addition provides confidentiality).  
14 A Security Association is the collection of the security parameters needed for the security processing of the 
packet, e.g. which cryptographic algorithms are used and related parameters.   
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IPsec can be applied in two flavors (shown in Figure 9): 
 

! Transport mode, typical for host-to-host communication. The IP Payload field 
contains the original IP payload. 

! Tunnel mode, for host-to-gateway or gateway-gateway communication. The IP 
payload field contains the original IP packet, while an external IP header is added. 
Tunnel mode is used to implement secure Virtual Private Networks (VPNs), e.g. 
secure tunneling between intranets or to allow a road warrior to connect to the 
corporate (see Figure 10). Tunnel mode has also the advantage, compared to transport 
mode, to limit the ability of an attacker to perform traffic analysis (e.g. who is 
communicating with whom). 

 
IPsec is a powerful security protocol, and is frequently referred to for the protection of IP 
multimedia traffic. However, IPsec does not fulfill all the requirements identified in Chapter 
3 for a security solution in heterogeneous networks, specifically: 
 

! Bandwidth preservation. ESP in transport mode15 adds a minimum of 10 bytes of 
ESP header and trailer (plus possible padding). The authentication tag, when present, 
adds 12 bytes (which is the currently supported tag length, as currently IPsec does 
not support shorter MAC truncations). Additional fields might be needed, for 
example an Initialization Vector for the security synchronization of the encryption 
algorithm. This additional bandwidth use is significant, especially for small RTP 
packets (e.g. 3G voice packets average 30 bytes). Measurements in [42] show that the 
effective bandwidth16 can decrease by up to 63% in case of IPsecured VoIP 
compared to plain VoIP. 

 
! Header compression friendliness. When encryption is used with ESP, the UDP and 

RTP headers are encrypted. Once the (de)compressor in the network intercepts the 
packet, which has been encrypted by the endpoint, it will not be able to (de)compress 
the UDP/RTP headers. This means that it is not possible to notably increase the 
information ratio of the packet by applying header compression (see Section 3.1). In 
the case of ROHC, the applicable header compression profile is the IP/ESP profile, 
which gives less gain than the IP/UDP/RTP compression profile (as the 20 bytes of 
UDP/RTP headers are not compressed)17. 

 
! Efficiency, in relation to the key management protocol for IPsec (IKE), as discussed 

is Section 4.2.2. 
    

 

                                                 
15 ESP in tunnel mode adds even more overhead. 
16 Effective bandwidth is defined in [42] as “the percentage of bandwidth carrying actual data w.r.t. the 
total bandwidth used”. This is equivalent to the concept of information ratio. 
17 Note however, IPsec has compression capabilities for its payload, which could be used to improve the 
information ratio.  
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Figure 10: Secure Virtual Private Networks (VPNs). VPNs using IPsec tunnels are used 
to (A) securely connect a road warrior to a corporate network, and (B) to connect two 
networks (through Security Gateways, SEGs), when the path between them is not trusted. 

 
 

Measurements of VoIP performance with IPsec are reported in [42] and [46]. Barbieri et 
al. [42] identify the IPsec cryptographic engine as a bottleneck for VoIP, not due to 
constraints on the throughput, but rather for the impossibility to control and schedule 
access to the cryptographic engine (to favor real-time traffic). If voice traffic is mixed 
with other types of traffic, it may happen that the latter (typically made of big packets) is 
scheduled first in the cryptographic engine, thus the voice traffic is too delayed and at the 
receiver often discarded.  

Nevertheless, IPsec remains an extremely good security method, especially 
considering that it has a broader coverage of the packet than other alternatives (and this 
is a very good property). IPsec and VPN solutions are commonly used to secure VoIP 
and other multimedia applications (e.g., [47]). Furthermore, IPsec support has been also 
introduced in thin terminals. However, given the bandwidth consumption, providing a 
security service for 3G multimedia based on IPsec would increase costs. Limiting such 
costs is one of the desires that has lead to the SRTP work as an alternative method of 
protecting RTP traffic (Chapter 7).  

4.2.1.2 The TLS Protocol 
 

The Transport Layer Security protocol (TLS) [23] works at the transport layer and is 
commonly used for securing web applications, i.e. client-server communication. TLS is for 
example suitable for protecting the SIP signalling in a hop-by-hop fashion (see Section 
2.2.2), as well as the RTSP signalling between the client and the streaming server. TLS 
specifies both the security protocol to protect the traffic (Record Layer) and the key 
management protocol (TLS Handshake, see the key management discussion below). TLS 
uses mandatory integrity protection, optional encryption, and provides payload compression 
support. Blake-Wilson et al. [48] adds some interesting extensions to TLS, for example the 
possibility to use truncated MACs to protect the traffic (while saving some bandwidth). 

TLS only works with reliable transport protocols (e.g. TCP), and does not work for UDP, 
which is typically the transport protocol for RTP. This means that RTP can not rely on TLS. 
There exists a WAP version of TLS, called Wireless TLS (WTLS) [49], which works with 
UDP, but which introduces a number of changes to TLS, some of which have led to few 
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security flaws [50]. WTLS is not widely used. Recently the Datagram TLS (DTLS) [51] 
[52] proposal has been brought to IETF. DTLS adds support for UDP, while striving to 
minimize the implementation deltas from TLS. DTLS is a security protocol that can be very 
useful for protecting the signalling protocols when run over UDP (e.g., SIP, which can be run 
both on TCP or UDP), and could be also seen as a yet another alternative to protect the RTP 
traffic. The main advantage is undoubtedly the fact that DTLS requires only small code 
changes to the TLS code, which is one of the most wide-spread security protocols and, as 
such, is likely to be widely implemented in the devices. This has also the positive side effect 
of limiting the number of implemented protocols in the devices. However, DTLS and TLS 
present some issues with respect to the multimedia applications, namely: 
 

! The use of embedded key management (the Handshake, see below). In multimedia 
sessions, which are made of multiple data streams, each stream needs a handshake, 
impacting efficiency. Also, the Handshake is only for (D)TLS, and can not be reused 
for other security protocols that might be used to secure some of the streams. Chapter 
9 will come back to this issue. 

 
! Some small overhead. TLS adds a header of 4 bytes (12 for DTLS). The 

authentication tag is always present (currently, there is no specified ciphersuite 
without integrity protection) and has a minimum length of 10 bytes per packet (and 
may be up to 20 bytes long).   

 
! Header compression schemes such as ROHC18 can not work on the RTP header if 

encryption is present. This means that in highly bandwidth constrained environment, 
solutions such as the application security protocol proposed in Chapter 7 (SRTP) 
provide greater bandwidth saving (because the RTP header can be compressed).      

4.2.1.3 Application Security for RTP (as per RFC 3550) 
 

For securing the RTP traffic (and related RTCP), RFC 3550 refers to the use of lower layer 
security protocols, for example IPsec. The RFC also defines the alternative of using 
application security, for confidentiality. Alternatively, Secure RTP can be adopted (see 
Chapter 7). 

4.2.2 Key management protocols 
 

The IETF Multicast Security (msec) Working Group is developing key management 
protocols for groups. The msec Group Key Management Architecture is specified in [53] and 
is briefly described in Chapter 5. Three major protocols belong to the msec architecture. The 
Group Secure Association Key Management Protocol (GSAKMP) [54] and the Group 
Domain of Interpretation (GDOI) [55] both suffer from quite high complexity and need 
several roundtrip times (which, as discussed in Chapter 3, can increase the session setup 
delay). The  Multimedia Internet KEYing (MIKEY), which is described in Chapter 5, is a 
simple key management protocol for groups, and has been designed to be used when 
efficiency is a requirement. 

There is a lot of university-based research effort going on in the area of key 
management for groups, multicast, and broadcast, often targeted to specific aspects of an area 
that is indeed challenging. For example, there are issues regarding group policies and 
authorization delegation, and scalability for re-keying in large-size groups, which is the issue 

                                                 
18 However, TLS/DTLS supports payload (including RTP header) compression.  
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behind many re-keying schemes, such as the logical key hierarchy (LKH) [57]. The Group 
Security (GSEC) Research Group within the Internet Research Task Force (IRTF) has 
investigated group key management for large and small groups utilizing distribution methods 
such as broadcast, multicast, or anycast.  
 
The Internet Key Exchange (IKE) is the key management protocol specifically designed to 
exchange security parameters for IPsec. IKE [58] is a quite complex protocol requiring 
several roundtrips (from six to nine). The subsequent work on IKE version 2 [59] has strived 
to simplify the protocol, while integrating functions that were before scattered in many 
specifications. While it is true that IKEv2 is simpler and more integrated than it was before, it 
still consists of several exchanges, hence contributing to increased session setup delay (as 
explained in Chapter 3). Furthermore, IKE is not suitable for group communication, i.e. it is 
not possible to instantiate a group key.  
 
TLS has an embedded key management protocol, the TLS Handshake [23], which has to be 
run for each session to be secured, and is strictly coupled to the Record Layer (i.e., can be 
used only to exchange parameters and keys for (D)TLS). This is not very efficient when the 
IP multimedia session is made of multiple data streams, as each will require its own 
Handshake. Furthermore, any flow that is not secured with (D)TLS would need a separate 
key management protocol. Some variants of the TLS Handshake that have appeared lately 
introduce TLS based on symmetric key [60], [61], which is more efficient than ordinary 
public key based TLS and could be used for example for thin clients.  
 
An opportunistic way to provide keys and security parameters for securing an IP multimedia 
session is to carry them within the session establishment protocols mentioned above. SDP 
[20] contains the key line, "k=", used to convey a key (or a URI to it). However, the method 
is not extendible to perform all the functions of a key management protocol, and conveying 
the key requires the line to be end-to-end secured. Andreasen et al. [62] defines a new SDP 
attribute that allows carrying the security parameters and keys (needed to secure the media 
sessions) within the SDP description. Chapter 6 discusses these aspects in more detail, and 
extends the functionality so that a whole key management protocol can be carried within the 
session description.    

4.3 Related work in IETF 
 

There are several Working Groups in IETF that are in need of IP multimedia security 
solutions.  
 
The Internet Emergency Preparedness (ieprep) Working Group looks at emergency 
management and recovery operations, to develop operational implementation of services for 
emergency preparedness using existing Internet protocols. RTP is one of the protocols in use, 
and security in these scenarios is a strong requirement. Protocols from other Working Groups 
are re-used to build up a suitable architecture for emergency scenarios.  
 
In recent IETF meetings (e.g. 57th and 58th, 2003), the concept of transport-friendly security 
has reappeared, within the ALIAS work [63]. The basic idea is that there is the need by some 
intermediate nodes to inspect/modify some parts of the packet (e.g., the TCP header), so that 
such nodes can perform optimizations (such as TCP proxying). Transport services that rely 
on or can benefit from assistance of network intermediaries (middleboxes, see also Section 
2.2.2) between communicating endpoints are in fact a reality. Examples of such services 
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include TCP performance enhancements, multimedia packet filtering, header compression, 
and prevention of denial of service. For example, if IPsec is used, then the intermediate node 
can not inspect or modify the packet. In 1999 there was an attempt by Y. Zhang19 to 
introduce a transport-friendly version of IPsec ESP (the Multi-Layer IPsec Protocol) by 
allowing some intermediate nodes to see part of the packet, e.g. the TCP header, so that such 
nodes could perform optimizations. The proposal did not receive significant support in IETF, 
mainly because it would have introduced additional complexity, and also because it was 
opposed by some security folk (who raised issues such as how to know if the intermediate 
node should be trusted). A security protocol that allows the intermediaries to perform some 
optimizations, without giving up to end-to-end security, is attractive. The approach taken by 
the proposal in this thesis (Chapter 7), to allow in particular header compression, is 
straightforward (i.e., leave the headers in cleartext).  

4.4 Related work outside IETF 
 

The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) H.323 standard [64] provides the means 
to conduct an audio, video and data conference over packet-based networks. Although 
characterized by a very different paradigm than SIP, H.323 acts similarly (at least for the 
purposes of this thesis), in the sense that it establishes RTP streams via setup exchanges 
(acting as a session establishment protocol).  

The security solution for H.323 is described in the H.235 specification [65], whose 
latest versions (v2 and v3) defined security profiles, to support product interoperability. 
These profiles specify, among other details, the use of shared secret or public key 
cryptography and certificates for the key management, or a combination of them. H.235 
version 3, in particular, enhances the media security, introducing new encryption algorithms 
such as the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) and the enhanced output feedback mode 
(EOFB) stream cipher. An authentication-only option for smooth NAT/firewall traversal is 
also added. Annex G defines the optional use of SRTP and MIKEY (see Chapters 7 and 5). 
[25] provides a short but comprehensive overview of H.235.  
 
3GPP has expended a lot of effort on the development of the IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) 
for the 3G mobile telecommunication systems. [26] defines the access security for IP based 
services, by specifying the authentication mechanism and requesting a secure channel (based 
on IPsec, for Release 5 and 6) for the SIP signalling, between the User Equipment (UE) and 
the SIP proxy (Proxy Call Session Control Function, P-CSCF). Media security will not be 
introduced at this stage, as it is considered a matter for the end user.  
 
ETSI TISPAN is working on the definition of IMS on the fixed network side. It follows 
closely 3GPP IMS, and has media security as a work item.   
 
The Push-to-talk over Cellular (PoC) [102] service is an early realization of IMS, and (very 
simplistically stated) enables mobile phones to be used like walkie-talkies, communicating to 
selected groups of users at the touch of a button. The service is already popular in North 
America, and has been brought into Europe and Asia. To assure interoperability, PoC has 
been standardized within the Open Mobile Alliance (OMA). PoC signalling is SIP-based, and 
the media transmission uses RTP. Chapter 8 discusses the security aspects of this service.   
 

                                                 
19 Based on a proposal made by Steven Bellovin, http://www.research.att.com/~smb/talks/mesp.pdf. Y.Zhang 
has currently published again his proposal [97].  
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The Multimedia Broadcast/Multicast Service (MBMS) work in 3GPP [66] introduces the 
concept of a point-to-multipoint service into a 3G network. To be able to securely transmit 
data to a given authorized user group, MBMS defines methods to authenticate members, 
distribute keys to them, and protect the data. MBMS is in particular concerned about 
implementing tight access control, e.g. by frequent re-keying. Efficient and scalable group  
re-keying is therefore a prime issue for MBMS, coupled with the need for efficient use of the 
radio network. MBMS uses SRTP (Chapter 7) and MIKEY (Chapter 5) as security protocols. 
Chapter 8 discusses in more detail the MBMS architecture and security. Similar work on 
multicast and broadcast security services is being developed by 3GPP2 [67], for CDMA2000 
networks.  
 
Today solutions to provide Digital Rights Management (DRM) are turning towards standards 
in the hope to provide security that is not continuously broken. DRM restricts the duplication 
of digital content and implements access rules so that only authenticated and authorized users 
can access given content (which they have generally paid a license or usage fee for). RTP is 
used for transport of the digital content, and the access control is implemented by applying a 
suitable key management and media protection. DRM standardisation is taking place in the 
Internet Streaming Media Alliance (ISMA) and in 3GPP itself (e.g. in the Packet Streaming 
Service). Chapter 8 discusses issues related to DRM.  
 
The PacketCable20 initiative has extensively worked on the development of the IP 
technology for multimedia services, such as IP telephony, multimedia conferencing, 
interactive gaming, and general multimedia applications. PacketCable has produced a quite 
complex security specification [68], defining end-to-end security for the media traffic, among 
other purposes.   

                                                 
20 http://www.packetcable.com/ 
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5 The Multimedia Internet KEYing Protocol  
(MIKEY)  

 
The previous chapter has shown that an efficient key management protocol is 
needed for IP multimedia in hetereogeneous networks. This chapter describes 
the key management protocol that we have designed and that satisfies the 
requirements identified in Chapter 3.   

 
IP multimedia deals with peer-to-peer and group communications. Providing security for 
such types of communications requires group key management protocols for the distribution 
of the security parameters and keys (often called Security Association, SA) to the involved 
parties, i.e., the secure group. A secure group is the set of members who can be receivers, 
senders, or both, and whose membership may vary over time. The objective of a group key 
management protocol is to ensure that access to the data is only available to members of the 
secure group, and is protected from access from outside the group. This is typically achieved 
by distributions of group keys that are used to protect the traffic. Authentication of each 
member is a pre-requisite for receiving such a key. This is performed on a peer-to-peer basis 
between each member and the authenticator (who could be another group member, or a 
centralized unit, e.g. the group owner).    

There are many different types of groups, ranging from small to large, single-source and 
multi-source. The MSEC Key Management Architecture [53] defines a common architecture 
for group key management. Its main objective is to securely provide the group members with 
an up-to-date security association (Data SA) for data protection. Two necessary protocol 
functions are: 
 

1. Registration protocol, a unicast protocol between the group controller/key server 
(called GCKS) and a joining group member. The GCKS and the group member 
perform mutual authentication on the basis of available credentials that they can 
verify. Then the GCKS supplies the member with a Registration SA for the protection 
of the registration itself, an optional Rekey SA to protect the distribution of 
subsequent Data SAs, and a Data SA for the protection of the data traffic. 

    
2. Rekey protocol, optionally used by the GCKS to change/update the Data SA, for 

example due to a change in the membership of the group or just to renew the key. 
Rekey messages, unicast to each member or multicast, are protected by the Rekey 
SA, obtained earlier via the Registration protocol, and include information for 
updating the Rekey SA and/or the Data SA. In case of multicast, to support changes 
in the membership, specific key revocation schemes (such as LKH [69]) are needed 
to handle the key distribution, so that e.g. some members can be excluded.  

 
The Registration protocol results in each group member receiving two types of group keys: 
 

! traffic encryption keys (TEKs) and traffic integrity keys for the protection of 
the data traffic (together forming the traffic protection keys, TPKs), and  

 
! key encryption keys (KEKs) and key integrity keys for the protection of TEKs 

and Rekey messages. 
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Key management protocols are expensive, due for example to their computationally 
expensive asymmetric cryptography, the group size, or the number of roundtrips. Therefore it 
is critical to amortize their cost. Asymmetric cryptography can be amortized over multiple 
keys for the protection of the data security protocols. Thus, the Registration protocol typically 
uses asymmetric cryptography (e.g. Diffie-Hellman and signatures) and optionally exchanges 
a KEK that is subsequently used in multiple instances to protect TPKs sent to the recipients. 
(In other words, the KEK is used to symmetrically encrypt the TPKs, which are then sent 
(unicast or multicast) via the Rekey protocol. This is efficient because it uses symmetric 
encryption).   

High capacity may also be obtained by using multicast distribution of symmetric 
group data keys, as well as efficient key revocation algorithms for scalable addition/removal 
of group members (c.r.f. [69]). 

A phone call or a conversational multimedia session has strict time requirements (as 
discussed in Chapter 3). A key management protocol inevitably adds delay, due to the 
processing time (cryptographic operations) and especially due to roundtrip time (when 
handshakes are involved). First, an efficient Registration protocol is needed. The Multimedia 
Internet KEYing (MIKEY) protocol has been design to be efficient and is described in the 
following sections. Second, to limit the additional delay it should be possible to run the key 
management protocol in parallel with the call setup, however this can not be done efficiently 
as the address information about the communicating parties are carried within the session 
establishment messages. In this case, it may be advantageous to integrate the key 
management protocol into the session establishment so both can complete at the same time. 
Chapter 6 shows this integration. Performance measurements have been report in [37] and 
[70].         

5.1 The MIKEY protocol 
 

The Multimedia Internet KEYing (MIKEY) protocol [6] is a protocol designed to provide 
efficient key management for peer-to-peer and group communications. The types of scenarios 
that initiated the work on MIKEY are those involving IP multimedia communication in 
heterogeneous networks, such as those described in Chapter 2, whose requirements (Chapter 
3) have guided the design principles for the protocol. Group communication targeted by 
MIKEY are small/medium groups, and certain scenarios of simple one-source multicast and 
many-to-many communications without a centralized control unit. An example of the later is 
a small group where each party sets up the security for its own outbound traffic.   

A multimedia session may be composed of several media sessions (Chapter 2), for 
example a bi-directional audio stream, a bi-directional video stream, an HTTP session, etc. 
Each media session may require a different security protocol to be protected. For example, 
SRTP (Chapter 7) can be used to secure the audio and video streams, and TLS to secure the 
HTTP session. The parameters and keys for each security protocol have to be exchanged by 
key management. However, the use of different security protocols may require the use of 
several key management protocols (as some data security protocols are tightly bound to a 
specific key management protocol, see Chapter 4). Using a different key management 
protocol for each of the media sessions would be over-kill. MIKEY can, in one shot, 
instantiate the security setup of all the media sessions within the multimedia session. 
However, for the moment MIKEY only supports SRTP. 

The following sections describe the main building blocks of MIKEY, while the full 
specification of the protocol is in [6]. An overview of the protocol can also be found in [8], 
[9], and [70].  
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In the context of the MSEC Key Management Architecture [53] (described above), 
MIKEY is a Registration protocol. It does not (currently) exchange KEKs, so is not used with 
any Rekey protocol. When rekeying is needed, MIKEY simply performs a new registration.    

The secured session is denoted in MIKEY as a Crypto Session (CS); a CS could be 
for example an RTP media stream and the correspondent RTCP stream, protected by SRTP. 
A multimedia session, for which MIKEY exchanges parameters, is called a Crypto Session 
Bundle (CSB), as it is a collection of CSs (sharing possibly the same TGK key, see below. 
Updates of CSs will happen within a given CSB, whose identifier is unique among the 
involved peers).  

MIKEY exchanges the keys to be used for the protection of a CS, i.e., the traffic 
encryption keys (TEKs). A TEK can be exchanged directly within MIKEY; alternatively a 
TEK generation key (TGK) for the whole CSB can be agreed upon, from which TEKs for 
each CS can be derived in a secure way.  
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Figure 11: Building blocks for the MIKEY protocol. The "Transport or Exchange 
Method" block implementing the key exchange and its three flavors are described in 
Section 5.2. The "key derivation function" block is the internal derivation of (multiple) 
keys, and is described in Section 5.3. "Credentials" are some a priori keys that the 
peers share, e.g. a pre-shared key or public/private keys. 

 
 
MIKEY provides its own end-to-end security between the communicating peers. It not only 
performs mutual authentication of the peers, but also provides secure transport of the keys 
(by encrypting them) and authentication of the MIKEY message itself (by using an 
authentication tag/signature). This implies that security parameters are needed to protect the 
MIKEY message itself and they are signaled in-line. The actual key used to encrypt the 
TGK/TEK depends on the method used, e.g. a pre-shared key or a certificate. MIKEY uses 
state-of-the-art cryptographic algorithms, and bases its in-built security on standard security 
practices, such as use of random nonces (for freshness and to protect against off-line pre-
computation attacks) and implementation of a good (pseudo-) random generator (e.g. 
following [71]).     
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Several payload types are defined, each containing different fields for carrying the 
relevant information and signalling. For example, one of the defined payloads is the signature 
payload, carrying the signature and different fields containing the parameters needed for the 
verification of the signature at the recipient. Another payload carries the encrypted key, with 
all the information necessary to decrypt it (Figure 12). The payloads are concatenated to form 
a MIKEY message, which could be an Initiator message, a Responder message, or an Error 
message. Which payloads appear in a message, and in which order, depends on the MIKEY 
method that is used.   

MIKEY can be transported within a session establishment protocol such as SIP, SAP, 
and RTSP, as described in Chapter 6; it is also currently used in standalone mode over UDP 
in 3GPP (see Section 8.1).    
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Figure 12: An example of payload in MIKEY, the Key data transport payload (KEMAC). 
The payload carries the encrypted key material ("Encrypted Data"). In-line signalling is 
added, to indicate the algorithm used to encrypt the key material (Encr Algo) and for 
parsing (Length of the Encrypted Data, Next Payload). Finally, the MAC is appended for 
integrity protection (and the algorithm it uses is signaled in-line, A. Algo). 
  

5.2 MIKEY Methods 
 

MIKEY includes three variants of the protocol. Two methods (pre-shared and public key) are 
transport methods, where the key is securely pushed to the recipient(s). This allows the 
protocol to complete in either half or one roundtrip, depending on whether the Initiator 
signals the expectation of the response (Figure 13). One roundtrip is the default setting, to 
provide the Responder's authentication; half a roundtrip is useful for example in 
multicast/broadcast cases, when the responses back could generate excessive load on the 
Initiator, or in cases where the session is simply announced without a return channel. The 
third method is an exchange method based on Diffie-Hellman [33], where both the parties 
contribute to form the key. The Diffie-Hellman method requires one roundtrip.  

The need to reduce roundtrips is one of the requirements posed by heterogeneous 
networks (Chapter 3). The use of one roundtrip or half a roundtrip, as in MIKEY, is 
uncommon for key management protocols, as they typically require several exchanges 
(roundtrips) to complete their security mechanisms, such as authentication of the peers and 
replay protection. A challenge-response method, commonly used in key management 
protocols for authentication and replay protection, requires at least three messages. An 
alternative to the challenge-response method, allowing a two-way handshake (one roundtrip) 
instead of a three-way handshake, is based on the use of timestamps, which are therefore 
adopted by MIKEY21. Timestamps are used because the peer does not have unlimited 

                                                 
21 The Kerberos protocol [98] is another example of a timestamp-based protocol 
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memory for the replay list, and they require the peers to be synchronized, more or less 
loosely according to the available memory. The MIKEY RFC [6] reports some calculations 
about this memory versus synchronization tradeoff, with the example of 10 SIP calls per 
minute expected at most, 6 KB replay cache, and 30 bytes of storage per message. In this 
case, the clock synchronization needs to be approximately 20 minutes. This synchronization 
may be done manually or via some secure network clock synchronization protocol such as 
[72].  

 
 
 

INIT_MESS 

RESP_MESS 

Initiator Responder 

 
Figure 13: The MIKEY exchange consists of one or two messages, depending if the 
response is requested by the Initiator (in the two transport methods) or needed (in the 
exchange method). The payloads (and their content) of each message depend on the 
method, and is specified in Figure 14, 15, and 16.  

 
 
The workload associated with the protocol depends on the method, and is (as can be 
expected) indirectly proportional to flexibility. Each method is therefore suitable for a 
different scenario. 

The three variants of the protocol (methods) are described in detail in the following 
sub-sections. The description of the payloads below does not list all the information carried 
within, but only the most relevant. 

5.2.1 Pre-shared key method 
 

This method can be used if the peers possess a pre-shared key, for example, previously 
exchanged by some other means. Figure 14 illustrates the outline of the method, by showing 
the payloads that are transmitted in the MIKEY exchange (Figure 13). The pre-shared key K 
is used to derive in advance an encryption key (Ke) and an authentication key (Ka) through a 
key derivation function, see Section 5.3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 14: The pre-shared key method in MIKEY. These are the payloads sent in the exchange in 
Figure 13. [ ] indicates optional, { } indicates zero or more occurrences. 
 

Initiator message 

The Initiator creates a message INIT_MESS whose first payload is the Header payload 
containing the identifier of the CSB (IDCSB), the number of the CSs, and the method for 

INIT_MESS = HDR, T, RAND, [IDi], [IDr], {SP}, KEMAC       
 
RESP_MESS = HDR, T, [IDr], V           
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mapping the CSs (which is dependent on the data security protocol MIKEY is exchanging 
parameters for).  

A payload with the timestamp (T) and one with the random value (RAND) follow. 
The Identity payloads are optional (IDi for the Initiator’s identity, IDr for the Responder's 
identity). The Security Policy payloads (SP) carry the actual security parameters for the setup 
of the data security protocol, hence the content is dependent on the security protocol itself 
(e.g., currently it is defined only for SRTP, see Chapter 7). 

The KEMAC payload (Figure 12) carries encrypted sub-payloads and a MAC. Each 
encrypted sub-payload carries a TGK (or TEK) encrypted using the encryption key Ke 
derived from the pre-shared key. The authenticating MAC covers the entire MIKEY message 
and uses the authentication key Ka derived from the pre-shared key. 

The Initiator sends the message INIT_MESS to the Responder, and indicates (in the 
Header payload) if a Response is expected.  

Responder message 

The Responder first verifies the authenticity of the received Initiator’s message, INIT_MESS, 
through the MAC, and if authentic then processes the message. In particular, the Responder 
extracts the security parameters (SP) and decrypts (using Ke) the TGK/TEK, which will be 
used for the protection of the traffic. If requested by the Initiator, the Responder is obliged to 
provide a response by sending the message RESP_MESS. 

The RESP_MESS starts with the Header payload containing the CSB's identifier and 
the timestamps from INIT_MESS. An Identity payload may follow, carrying the Responder's 
identifier. The Verification payload (V) carries a MAC covering the entire message (together 
with the received IDi) using the authentication key Ka.   
 
The pre-shared key method requires low computation, since it is based on symmetric 
cryptography (no public key operations are involved), and needs only half or one roundtrip. 
This efficiency makes the pre-shared method suitable for delay-sensitive applications. 
However it suffers from a lack of scalability, since each peer needs to exchange beforehand a 
pre-shared key with any peer that it wants to communicate with. There are yet scenarios 
where existing infrastructures could be used to facilitate scalability, for example the AAA 
infrastructure in operators' networks. 

5.2.2 Public key encryption method 
 

This method is similar to the pre-shared key one, although it is based on public keys. Figure 
15 illustrates the payload sequence in the exchange.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 15: The publi -key encryption method in MIKEY. These are the payloads sent in the exchange 
in Figure 13. [ ] indicates optional, { } indicates zero or more occurrences, and | indicates an 
alternative.  
 

INIT_MESS = HDR, T, RAND, [IDi | CERTi], [IDr], {SP}, KEMAC, [CHASH], PKE, SIGNi  
 
RESP_MESS = HDR, T, [IDr], V           
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Initiator message 

The essential difference compared to the pre-shared method, is how the TGKs/TEKs are 
transferred, and the use of signatures for authentication. Instead of sending the TGK/TEK 
encrypted with a pre-shared key, the Initiator chooses a (pseudo-) random envelop key, from 
which the keys Ke and Ka are derived (Section 5.3). The Initiator forms the KEMAC payload 
by first inserting an Identity sub-payload with its own identity, followed by the TGK/TEK, 
all encrypted using Ke and authenticated using Ka. The MAC in the KEMAC payload now 
covers the KEMAC payload only (not the entire message; the entire message is instead 
covered by the signature). The Initiator also sends the envelop key encrypted using the 
Responder’s  public key (in the PKE payload). The CHASH payload may be sent to indicate 
which of the Responder’s public keys was used, in case more than one are available.  

The message is signed (SIGNi payload) using the Initiator's private key. The Initiator's 
certificate may be sent (CERTi), providing the identifier, or the Initiator’s identity may be 
sent. This means that the identity of the Initiator may appear twice: once encrypted in the 
KEMAC payload (as a countermeasure to certain man-in-the-middle attacks), and possibly 
once in the cleartext (to facilitate the Responder’s ability to identify immediately the other 
peer). The further inclusion of the payload carrying the Responder’s identity (IDr) is 
recommended, to prevent denial of service attacks using for example messages re-directed 
from other sessions.   

Responder message  

The Responder’s message is sent if the Initiator has requested it in its Header payload, and is 
similar to the message in the pre-shared key method. 
 
The public key method is more flexible than the pre-shared one. Scalability is improved due 
to the fact that there is no need for the peers to securely exchange a pre-shared key ahead of 
the communication. Instead, what is needed is for the Initiator to retrieve the certificate of the 
other party, which is in general public knowledge (i.e., published and accessible to 
everybody). However, this requires the existence of a public key infrastructure (PKI) [73], for 
the validation of the certificates. PKI involves complexity, but is generally affordable on a 
local basis (e.g. within one operator's network domain).  However, more generally 
multimedia applications need a "universal PKI", as the peer to be contacted can be anyone. 
Unfortunately, such a universal PKI does not exist, despite having been understood for many 
years. There are potentially cheaper alternatives, such as self-signed certificates. Increased 
computational cost is a further disadvantage to be considered when a public key method is 
used, as public key operations are involved.  

The envelope key rather than the public key is used for efficiency. If the Responder's 
public key were directly used to protect the TGKs/TEKs, but the TGKs/TEKs formed an 
overly long argument, then the argument would needed to be broken, effectively resulting in 
more than one public key operation (hence more delay, since each public key operation is 
quite consuming). The envelope key approach guarantees that the message it protects only 
requires one public key operation, independently of its size. The envelope key can be cached 
and used as pre-shared key for a subsequent, efficient pre-shared key based exchange 
(Section 5.2.1). The time for which the envelope key can be cached depends on the local 
policy, and for example will not be longer than the lifetime of the public key used to first 
securely exchange the envelop key. 
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5.2.3 Diffie-Hellman method 
 

The third method (whose support is optional) differs from the previous two in the fact that the 
key material is not sent to the recipient, but instead both parties contribute to the generation 
of it. The method is based on the well-known signed Diffie-Hellman (DH) exchange [33], 
and is illustrated in Figure 16.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 16: The Diffie-Hellman method in MIKEY. These payloads are sent in the exchange shown  in 
Figure 13. The RESP_MESS of Figure 13 is mandatory in this method. [ ] indicates optional, { } 
indicates zero or more occurrences, and | indicates an alternative.  
 

Initiator’s message 

The Initiator chooses a secret and (pseudo-) random value x and computes its DH public 
value gx over a defined DH group with generator g. It then sends the DH public value, along 
with the other information (including the group choice), in its DH payload. The message is 
signed (SIGNi), to prevent man-in-the-middle attacks.  

The other payloads are used in a manner similar to the public key method.  

Responder’s message 

The Responder, after the verification of the received message, sends a message similar to the 
Initiator’s one, with its own DH public value and signature.  

The exchange provides both parties with the key material gxy (functioning as 
TGK/TEK), which can not be calculated by an attacker intercepting gx and gy (for a 
discussion of cryptographic hardness, see [33]). 
 
The Diffie-Hellman method is the most expensive of the three MIKEY methods, due to the 
number of public key operations. It needs two messages, i.e. it can not be performed in only 
half a roundtrip as the other two methods, and it establishes only one TGK/TEK valid for 
peer-to-peer communication (it can not create a group key). The advantages provided by this 
method are the flexibility (being public key based), the symmetric contribution of the peers in 
the key generation (so that the security of the key generation does not depend on how secure 
the key generation is on the sender side, as instead is the case for the pushed based methods), 
and the provision of perfect forward secrecy22. 
 
 
 
        

                                                 
22 Perfect forward secrecy is defined as: "for a key agreement protocol based on asymmetric cryptography, the 
property that ensures that a session key derived from a set of long-term public and private keys will not be 
compromised if one of the private keys is compromised in the future" [RFC2828]. 

INIT_MESS = HDR, T, RAND, [IDi | CERTi], [IDr], {SP}, DHi, SIGNi      
 
RESP_MESS = HDR, T, [IDr | CERTr], IDi, DHr, DHi, SIGNr          
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5.3 Key Derivation 
 

There are cases when many keys might be needed in place. To avoid exchanging too many 
keys, a proper key derivation allows exchange of one "seed" (e.g. the TGK in MIKEY) and 
from that, to subsequently securely derive keys to be used for different purposes, for example 
for the media security protocol.  

Requirements on the key derivation are the independence of each of the derived keys 
(i.e. one can not be derived from the other), and the impossibility of deriving the seed from 
any of the calculated keys. To achieve these properties, the key derivation function needs 
special construction and needs to be a pseudo-random function (PRF) [33].  

The PRF specified in MIKEY is similar to the one defined in TLS [23], but is 
simplified. The PRF in TLS makes use of two different hash functions, while the PRF in 
MIKEY uses only one hash (SHA1). This simplifies the design, and has as assumption the 
high confidence in the security strength of SHA1. Also, it has been showed that the TLS PRF 
construction is less secure if one of the two hashes were broken, compared to the case when a 
single hash is used [74]. The MIKEY key derivation function (Figure 17) is based on a 
construction of HMAC/SHA1, and has a key ("inkey") and a label as input. The inkey that is 
used depends on the type of key material that is desired as a result of the derivation. Two 
types of key derivation are specified:  
 

! input an exchanged TGK, to obtain multiple TEKs, so that each TEK can for example 
be used to protect a different media stream.  

 
! input the pre-shared key (in the MIKEY pre-shared method), or the envelope key (in 

the MIKEY public key method), to obtain an authentication key and an encryption 
key for the protection of the MIKEY payloads themselves. 

 
The second input to the MIKEY PRF, the label, is a function of a constant, the identifier of 
the CS, the identifier of the CSB, and the random nonce23. Different values of the constant 
allow to derive different types of key, for example split keys to be directly used to provide 
specific security services (authentication key, encryption key, and salt key)24. 

 

TEK_n 

TEK_1 

Key  
Derivation 
Function 

 
Inkey = TGK 

Label 
{CSBid, CSid_n, 
RAND, const} 

TEK_i 

 
Figure 17: The key derivation function in MIKEY. The Figure shows the derivation of TEKs from 
the TGK. The key derivation function is based on HMAC/SHA1.   

 

                                                 
23 The CSB identifier, the CS identifier, and the random nonce are sent in the first MIKEY message. 
24 This is not needed if SRTP is the media security protocol MIKEY has exchanged keys for (see Chapter 7). In 
fact, SRTP has its own key derivation function, which provides the necessary keys, based on the TEK 
exchanged using MIKEY. 
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The MIKEY protocol also specifies mechanisms for re-keying (i.e., exchanging a new 
TGK/TEK because the old one is soon to expire, or to enforce access control). Re-keying is 
performed by sending a new MIKEY message with the same CSB identifier as the initial 
message, but a new timestamp (for replay protection). It is possible to simply update the CSB 
in a similar way, for example if a stream was added, without sending a new key (the old key 
continues to be valid).  

MIKEY also specifies procedures for error handling, by defining an error message 
and its usage.  

5.4 Media Security Protocols for MIKEY 
 

MIKEY exchanges security parameters for media security protocols, without being bound to 
any of them. The interface to a particular security protocol consists of the list of the 
parameters needed by that specific security protocol, and the payload specification to carry 
such parameters within MIKEY. MIKEY populates the key management database with the 
security parameters and keys for the security protocol. Each security protocol defines which 
selectors in a packet retrieve the correct entry from the database (e.g. IP addresses and ports) 
so that the packet can be properly processed. MIKEY can currently be used to provide key 
management for SRTP (Chapter 7). Chapter 8 discusses some scenarios when MIKEY and 
SRTP can be used together.  
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6 Integration of the key management within 
session establishment protocols  

 
In order to reduce the setup delay, key management can be integrated within 
the session establishment protocol. This chapter defines a framework to 
piggy-back a key management protocol into SIP, SAP, and RTSP. We show 
how to use MIKEY within the framework.   

 
 
A multimedia session is often setup and controlled by a session establishment protocol 
(Chapters 2 and 4). SIP and RTSP are examples of session establishment protocols used for 
client-to-client and client-server communication respectively, while SAP is used to advertise 
multicast sessions. These protocols negotiate or communicate the relevant session setup 
information among the participants, and must occur before the actual media communication 
takes place. Protocols such as SIP and RTSP require a number of messages to complete their 
handshake. SIP, for example, is extremely chatty, requiring many messages back and forth 
between the peers. This translates into a long setup time, which can be quite long if wireless 
links are on the transmission path (see Section 3.4). Long setup delay in turn means forcing 
the user to wait for the session to start, which penalizes the service.  

Before media security can be provided and the secure media transfer can start, the key 
management protocol also needs to complete. This adds roundtrips and some expensive 
cryptographic operations, therefore increasing the overall setup delay (Section 3.4). The key 
management protocol is not easily parallelizable with the session establishment protocol 
because it is in the latter that IP addresses are exchanged, without which the key management 
typically can not be run. 

Integrating key management into the session establishment protocol reduces the 
number of roundtrips needed, hence adding less latency when compared to the case when the 
key management is run as a standalone protocol. Integration implies that the key management 
data is carried (piggy-backed) within the session establishment protocol. Such integration 
appears quite straightforward as the session establishment protocol carries the description of 
the session; similarly the key management carries the parameters for the media security 
protocol. As it carries the description of the whole multimedia session, the session 
establishment protocol also offers the possibility to exchange in one shot the security 
capabilities for the different media sessions. For an implementation of this, see MiniSIP [75]. 

Two methods for integrating security parameters into session establishment protocols 
have been specified in IETF. They show very different characteristics and their use is 
dependant on which trust model is adopted for session establishment protocols.  

6.1 Key Management Framework for SDP and RTSP (MIKEY 
integration) 

 

A framework for integrating key management protocols within SDP and RTSP is described 
in [7]. The trust model behind this framework is such that the protection of the security 
parameters and keys relies only on the in-built security of the key management protocol, not 
on the security of the protocol they are carried in (SIP/SDP, RTSP, or SAP). The trust model 
description in Chapter 2 showed how SIP security is normally performed hop-by-hop, and 
that in general, the partial end-to-end protection of the SDP part (e.g., with S/MIME) can not 
be assured. This means that relying on SIP security would, in the majority of cases, expose 
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the keys for the media security protocol to the intermediary proxies, hence preventing real  
end-to-end media security. Announcement protocols such as SAP even discourage encryption 
except for special cases. Therefore, relying only on the built-in security of the key 
management protocol, that only involves the recipients, seems a safe assumption.   

A new SDP attribute and a new RTSP header extension are defined so that the key 
management protocol message can be encapsulated within them. The SDP attribute is carried 
within SIP, SAP, or RTSP, effectively tunneling the key management message inside the 
session establishment protocol. The RTSP header extension is needed because RTSP carries 
SDP in the first message, but not in the reply to it, while a key management message may be 
expected and need to be included in the reply.  

The key management message is constructed in binary format just as if it were being 
used in a standalone mode (i.e. not piggy-backed in another protocol, but, rather, carried 
directly over UDP or TCP). The binary message is then base-64 encoded and encapsulated 
into the newly-defined SDP attribute or RTSP header. The rules for the usage of the new 
extensions depend on the encapsulating protocols since SIP, RTSP, and SAP each has their 
own behavior. The framework [7] describes in detail rules of how messages are created and 
handled, how to act in case of error, which events force termination of the session, how to 
perform re-keying, etc.  

The encapsulating protocol also places requirements on the key management 
protocols that can be piggy-backed within it. In other words, not all key management 
protocols can be used within this framework. SAP, for example, consists of only one 
announce message, hence the key management protocol must complete with one message 
only. SIP and RTSP have a request-response structure, so the key management protocol can 
consist of two messages (one roundtrip).  MIKEY (which requires either a half or one 
roundtrip, see Chapter 5) fulfills the framework requirements and is currently supported by 
this framework.  

Figure 18 illustrates the SIP call flow, and how the MIKEY messages are integrated, 
so that a secure session (SRTP in the figure) can be instantiated efficiently.  

Alice Alice's 
SIP Proxy

Bob's 
SIP Proxy Bob

SRTP session 

! INVITE (+ MIKEY)
! INVITE (+ MIKEY)

! INVITE (+ MIKEY)

" 180 Ringing
" 180 Ringing

"180 Ringing

# 200 OK (+ MIKEY)
# 200 OK (+ MIKEY)

# 200 OK (+ MIKEY)

$ ACK
$ ACK

$ ACK

 
Figure 18: The MIKEY protocol carried within SIP. 
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The first MIKEY message is encapsulated in the SDP description carried in the SIP INVITE 
message (1) from Alice to Bob. In this case, Alice acts as the MIKEY Initiator, and she uses 
one of the three MIKEY methods (Chapter 5) according to her relation to Bob and the 
security policy. The SIP INVITE is routed through the SIP proxies, according to the SIP 
architecture; however, the proxies only forward the encapsulated MIKEY message, i.e., 
without manipulating it nor being able to read the encrypted keys within it, because the 
MIKEY security is established end-to-end between the peers.  

Bob processes the SIP INVITE and the MIKEY message, and sends the MIKEY 
response message within the SIP response to the INVITE, e.g. SIP 200 OK (3) (if the 
processing was successful, otherwise it would be an error message). Alternatively, Bob could 
insert MIKEY in the provisional response, the 180 RINGING (2), if he implements 
provisional responses reliability [76], in order to be able to process early media traffic (i.e. 
RTP packets arriving before the 200 OK).  

Alice processes the response (both from the point of view of SIP/SDP and MIKEY), 
and she SIP-acknowledges (4) if verification was successful. Alice and Bob at this point 
share security parameters and keys (TGKs/TEKs, in the MIKEY terminology) and can start 
the media communication, protected by the security protocol(s) agreed upon via MIKEY, e.g. 
SRTP (Chapter 7) for the audio/video streams.       

The integration of the MIKEY Initiator message within the SDP description 
(occurring in (1)) is showed in Figure 19. The SDP description is in turn carried within a SIP 
INVITE message (not shown). It uses a "blob approach", i.e., where the binary MIKEY 
message is simply base-64 encoded and encapsulated in the SDP attribute, without being 
human-readable as is the rest of the SDP description. This choice of the blob approach was 
motivated by the bandwidth saving goal, and also to take directly advantage of e.g. an 
existing binary implementation of the protocol. Furthermore, each key management protocol 
has specific fields carrying possibly different information, and appearing in different 
payload/message order. Adopting a human-readable approach would add complexity, for 
example because each key management protocol would need to define the attributes' 
components. Furthermore, the blob approach allows independence from the underlying 
transport protocol, e.g. with respect to possible special parsing and treatment.  

The MIKEY Responder message is encapsulated in the same way in the SIP response. 
The media line in the SDP description ("m=" line) announces the use of the SAVP profile, 
i.e. SRTP (Chapter 7), for the protection of the audio stream. 
 
 
v=0 
o=alice 2891092738 2891092738 IN IP4 w-land.example.com  
s=thesis 
e=alice@w-land.example.com 
t=0 0 
c=IN IP4 w-land.example.com 
a=key-mgmt:mikey uiSDF9sdhs727ghsd/dhsoKkdOokdo7eWsnDS... 
m=audio 49000 RTP/SAVP 98   
a=rtpmap:98 AMR/8000 
   
Figure 19: The SDP description in the SIP INVITE contains an attribute carrying a MIKEY message. 
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RTSP can be used in a similar way to carry the MIKEY messages necessary to instantiate 
secure communication between a client and a server. Figure 20 illustrates how RTSP can be 
used to transport the MIKEY messages. 

The streaming server inserts the first MIKEY message within its response (1) to the 
client's DESCRIBE (0) by encapsulating the Initiator’s MIKEY message within the SDP 
description25,  in similar way as showed in Figure 19.  
  Upon successful processing of the received message, the client sends the MIKEY 
response within the RTSP SETUP message (2). The SETUP does not contain an SDP 
description, therefore a new RTSP header extension (shown in Figure 21) is used to transport 
the MIKEY Responder's message. The blob approach is used here as well. 

The client and the server complete the RTSP exchange in steps (3)-(5), and can start a 
secure media communication, e.g. an audio/video session protected by SRTP (Chapter 7). 
 

Alice

SRTP streaming session 

Streaming
server

% DESCRIBE 

! RTSP/1.0 200 OK + MIKEY

# RTSP/1.0 200 OK

" SETUP + MIKEY

$ PLAY

& RTSP/1.0 200 OK

 
 

Figure 20: The MIKEY protocol carried within RTSP. 
 
 
SETUP rtsp://movie.example.com/action/audio RTSP/1.0 
CSeq: 313 
Transport: RTP/SAVP/UDP;unicast;client_port=3056-3057 
keymgmt: prot=mikey; uri="rtsp://movie.example.com/action"; 

data="skaoqDeMkdwRW278HjKVB..." 
 
Figure 21: The new RTSP header in the RTSP SETUP contains the MIKEY message. 
 
 

                                                 
25 The client could alternatively get the first MIKEY message via other means.  
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When MIKEY is used within SDP, it carries Security Policies (i.e. security parameters) for 
each "m=" line. When used at the media level, MIKEY relates to that particular "m=" line, 
and when used at the session level, MIKEY relates to multiple "m=" lines. MIKEY allocates 
two CS identifiers (see Chapter 5) per "m=" line, when the stream identified by the latter is 
bidirectional. Alice will then send the policy for the streams; these policies can be different 
per type of stream, for example the audio stream may be protected differently from the video 
stream. However, it is typically a good policy to use the same policy in the two directions of 
a bidirectional stream (e.g. the audio from Alice is protected similarly to the audio from 
Bob). If a TGK is the key exchanged by MIKEY, the derived TEK keys will be different for 
the audio and the video streams (since they constitute separate RTP sessions and SRTP 
requires different master keys for them); also, the TEKs will typically be different between 
the two directions of a given stream since the CS identifiers are different in the two 
directions. Note that currently MIKEY does not support the case where a single "m=" line in 
SDP represents  more than two streams. 

6.2 SDP Security Descriptions  
 

An alternative to the above framework is to carry the security parameters and keys for the 
media security protocol directly within the session establishment protocol, e.g. as SDP 
attributes inside SIP. This approach is adopted in [62], and is clearly different from 
encapsulating a key management protocol within SDP. In this approach, the security of the 
parameters and the keys is dependent on the security of the transport protocol. In the case of 
SIP, the signalling is routed to intermediary proxies and is generally protected in a  
hop-by-hop fashion. End-to-end media security is then guaranteed only if partial end-to-end 
security is applied (for example using S/MIME for SIP) to at least the security description 
itself, i.e., where the security parameters are inserted. This guarantees that no untrusted 
entities (e.g. proxies) read/modify the security parameters. However, as discussed in Chapter 
2, end-to-end security of the signalling is not always feasible. When that is the case, the 
approach described in Section 6.1 (where the security is provided by the key management 
protocol itself) should instead be used, as it provides to its own end-to-end security.  
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7 The Secure Real-time Transport Protocol 
(SRTP) 

 
This chapter describes an application security protocol for the protection of the 
RTP traffic. We have designed this protocol following the desing criteria 
identified in Chapter 3, so that the protocol is suitable for IP multimedia in 
hetereogeneous networks.  

 
 
The Secure Real-time Transport Protocol (SRTP) is an application protocol designed to 
provide security for RTP-based applications [3].  

There are security protocols, other than SRTP, that can be used to secure the RTP 
traffic. IPsec may for example be used at the network layer, applied at the endpoint, or, as 
commonly done, implementing secure VPNs between domains (Section 4.2.1). However, as 
described in Chapter 4, IPsec is not well suited for heterogeneous networks. The desire for a 
protocol that fulfills the requirements identified in Chapter 3, motivated the design of SRTP.   

SRTP is defined as a profile of RTP, the Secure Audio Video Profile (SAVP) [3], 
which defines extensions to secure the already defined RTP audio/video profile (AVP) [77]. 
There exists another RTP profile, the extended RTP profile for RTCP-based feedback 
(AVPF) [78], whose main difference from AVP consists of a different time schedule for 
sending RTCP feedback. The SAVPF profile [5] defines how to apply SRTP to the AVPF 
profile, and is substantially similar to SAVP.   

One of the motivations that led to the initiation of the SRTP work was the need for a 
security solution for multimedia applications that provides bandwidth efficiency, which we 
have seen is a critical factor in heterogeneous environments (Chapter 3). Existing security 
protocols that are applicable to RTP applications, such as IPsec, are not particularly 
conservative with bandwidth (Section 4.2.1). SRTP limits message expansion by: 
 

! Reusing existing fields for synchronization (i.e. the RTP sequence number). 
 
! Maintaining as optional the fields to be added. For example, providing integrity 

protection would always add a tag per packet. Integrity protection is not mandated in 
SRTP, but is a configuration choice, so that the overhead caused by the 
authentication tag can be skipped where not needed or not wanted (see Section 7.3). 

 
! Allowing the additional fields to have variable length, according to their use. 
 
! Using encryption algorithms that do not require message expansion, such as stream 

ciphers.  
 

Another relevant property of SRTP is that it does not frustrate header compression, which 
many consider a critical optimization for cellular networks, especially for applications with 
short RTP packets such as VoIPoW. In these cases, the IP/UDP/RTP header can be 
compressed, as it is not encrypted by SRTP. At the same time, the RTP header may be 
integrity protected, as compression and integrity do not interfere since the RTP header is fully 
reconstructed before the endpoint verifies the message integrity.  
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Bandwidth consumption is critical for RTP, but is less critical with RTCP, since an 
RTCP packet may be quite long and can consume bandwidth that is proactively allocated by 
RTP to be a portion (recommended 5%) of the total bandwidth. Therefore, it is feasible to 
add some fields to the RTCP packet without significantly changing its size. As is shown in 
the next section, it is important to provide integrity to RTCP, thus RTCP integrity protection 
is mandated in SRTP, despite this adding a tag per packet. Maintaining the bandwidth share 
allocated to RTCP packets simply results in the larger Secure RTCP packets being 
transmitted with longer packet inter-arrival intervals. 
 
The following is an overview of SRTP according to its description in RFC 3711 [3]. The 
intention here is not to fully describe all the details of the protocol (for this, the reader is 
referred to RFC 3711 itself), but to describe the rationale behind the protocol’s design 
choices. Chapter 4 provides a basic description of RTP/RTCP. Additional overviews of 
SRTP can be found in [79], [8], and [9]. 

7.1  Protection provided by SRTP  
 

SRTP is an application security protocol that protects both RTP and RTP control protocol 
(RTCP). The use of SRTP is independent of the underlying transport, so for example it can 
protect RTP transported over UDP (the typical transport for RTP), as well as over TCP, or 
over other transport protocols.   

7.1.1 RTP protection 
 

The SRTP protection of RTP traffic provides confidentiality of the RTP payload by 
encrypting it, and provides integrity protection (with replay protection) of the RTP payload 
and RTP header, by adding an authentication tag to each packet. These functions are applied 
on a per-packet basis and are optional; which one(s) to choose (to provide the correspondent 
protection) is a matter of policy when the session is setup.  

Figure 22 shows the SRTP packet structure. Integrity protection, when provided, adds 
an authentication tag at the end of the packet. This authentication tag has a configurable 
length (agreed upon via the key management protocol, see Chapter 5), for example 80 bits in 
applications where integrity is of high relevance (the default configuration), or 32 bits where 
a greater compromise to preserve bandwidth is needed, down to 0 bits in special cases (see 
Section 7.3). A master key identifier (MKI) may be added to the packet, to point to the 
correct key, independently of the protection provided. The MKI is of configurable length, 
dependent on how many active keys are expected to be in simultaneous use. Thus the MKI 
could be one or two bytes, or could even be omitted in simple configurations, such as where 
there is only one stream per key. Therefore SRTP can be used in a configuration where no 
bits are added to the original payload, when the application does not require authentication, 
and when the MKI is omitted. This is for example a requirement for working with zero-byte 
header compression, as we have seen in Section 3.1.1. 
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Figure 22: The SRTP packet. An MKI and/or an Authentication tag may be added to the original RTP 
packet. Dotted lines indicate optional fields.  
 
 
The security processing requires synchronization, which is achieved in common practice by 
adding a sequence number to the packet. Since RTP already carries a sequence number in the 
header, which increments by one for each RTP packet sent, the RTP sequence number can be 
reused for synchronization, thereby avoiding adding a new field per packet. However, this 
field is only 16 bits, implying that its value will wrap every 216 packets. This wrapping would 
require that certain security algorithms re-key, and the re-keying would occur relatively often 
for applications with high bit rates and short packets. For example, a high quality 
videoconference application at 2-8 Mbits/sec, producing 1000 packets per second, would 
require a forced re-keying every 65 seconds. Re-keying may require executing the key 
management protocol; this is often undesired as it is resource consuming. The RTP sequence 
number is therefore "extended" by a 32-bit local counter, the rollover counter (ROC), which 
increments for any wrap of the RTP sequence number. A similar practice is adopted in IPsec 
(i.e., the extended sequence number [114]). The use of the RTP sequence number together 
with the rollover counter (jointly called the SRTP Index, or simply Index hereby) forces re-
keying (alternatively, the termination of the session) only every 248 packets. This reduces the 
need for running the key management protocol even for high-rate data applications. The same 
application used in the example above, streaming at 1000 packets per second, would then 
require a forced re-keying every 8900 years26, if the rollover counter were used to extend the 
sequence number. For 3G applications, which exhibit limited rates, this corresponds to even 
longer time periods (see Section 7.2.5), long enough for any practical purposes. Therefore, 
the rollover counter approach is adopted, as SRTP should accommodate general RTP 
applications.  The advantage of the rollover counter is that it is not transmitted in the packet, 
but kept locally, so the packet is not expanded. This Index approach would not work in the 
case 215 packets were lost or if a packet was 215 packets out of sequence, although such 
failures would likely disrupt the RTP application itself. 

7.1.2 RTCP protection 
 

SRTP also provides protection for the RTP control protocol, RTCP. The main difference is 
that while optional for RTP, integrity protection is mandatory for RTCP. The motivation 
behind this is that RTCP is a control protocol, and can perform actions such as terminating 
the session. It is therefore critical to ensure its integrity.  

Figure 23 shows the SRTCP packet structure. It differs from the SRTP packet in the 
fact that an additional synchronization field is needed, due to the absence of a sequence 

                                                 
26 It can happen that the re-keying is forced by a high rate of RTCP packets. In fact, the maximum theoretical 
limit after which the session re-keying must be forced (or the session terminated) is 248 SRTP packets or 231 

SRTCP packets, whichever occurs first for the session. 
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number in the RTCP header. A 31-bit SRTCP Index is appended to the original RTCP packet; 
it starts at value zero for the first RTCP packet and increases by one for each SRTCP sent. 
One extra bit preceding the SRTCP Index, the E bit, indicates if the packet is encrypted. This 
indication is given because RTP allows splitting a compound RTCP packet into two lower-
layer packets, one encrypted and one in cleartext, to allow for third party monitoring.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 23: The SRTCP packet. Dotted line indicates optional field.  
 

7.2 SRTP components and processing 
 
We next describe SRTP in more detail. SRTCP has similar features and a very similar 
behavior, although some implementation and processing details are unique to it; these details 
are described in RFC 3711 [3].  

7.2.1 SRTP cryptographic context and keys  
 

SRTP needs several security parameters to work, for example the per-packet SRTP Index, the 
key(s) to be used, an indication of the cryptographic algorithms, and any configurable 
parameters. Of these parameters, some are fixed for the duration of the session, while others 
are updated per packet. They are collected in a cryptographic context, which is functionally 
similar to the concept of a Security Association in IPsec.  

SRTP needs several keys (Figure 24), as many as six session keys, so called because 
these keys are directly used to protect the media. A triplet of keys may be needed for securing 
RTP, according to the security functions provided: a session encryption key, a session 
authentication key, and a session salt key (when required by the underlying encryption 
transform, see below). RTCP needs a corresponding triplet of keys. The lengths of the session 
keys are configurable parameters. To maintain lightweight key management, SRTP 
implements a key derivation function27, used to derive the different session keys from a single 
master key (key splitting). The master key is the key that is exchanged via the key 
management protocol. Key splitting is performed by applying a pseudo-random function 
(PRF) to the master key. Additional inputs to the PRF are the key derivation rate (to trigger a 
new output according to the configured rate), the master salt (for resistance to attacks as 
motivated below), and a label. Selected values of the label generate the different session keys. 
The pseudo-random function is implemented using AES in counter mode, as this is also the 
default encryption algorithm (see Section 7.2.3). 

                                                 
27 The key derivation function in SRTP is not the same as in MIKEY. While the default one in SRTP was 
chosen mainly for code re-use (as the algorithm it is based on is also used for encryption), in MIKEY a more 
general function is desired (note that the use of SRTP with MIKEY is an assumption, however MIKEY can 
perform key management for other protocols too, although currently only the interface to SRTP is defined).  
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The encryption transforms defined in SRTP (additive stream ciphers, see Section 7.2.3) also 
require a session salt key to prevent some key collision and time-memory tradeoff attacks, 
where the attacker uses statistical knowledge about the plaintext source [80]. A master salt is 
exchanged by the key management protocol, and is fed into the PRF to similarly defeat those 
key collision attacks on the PRF. The master salt key needs to be random, but can be public, 
and its default length in SRTP is 112 bits (so to protect against attacks in cases where at most 
2112 keys are in use, which can be considered enough for practical cases).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 24: SRTP Key Splitting. The key management protocol exchanges a master key and a master 
salt key, which are then fed into a pseudo-random function together with a label. A different value of 
the label produces as output any of the six possible SRTP session keys.  
 
 
SRTCP may share most of the security parameters of the corresponding SRTP (default 
behavior), including the master key and the kind of protection. However, it is also possible to 
specify separate protection suites for the RTCP traffic. This might be useful for example 
when end-to-end confidentiality of the media (RTP) is desired, but network optimizations 
requiring the network to have access to the RTCP traffic can be valuable (this can be done by 
leaving RTCP unencrypted28 or by encrypting it under a different key that is also shared with 
the network operator).    

7.2.2 SRTP processing 
 

SRTP works at the sender side by intercepting the RTP packet, transforming it to an SRTP 
packet, and forwarding it to the lower layers for transmission. At the receiver side, the SRTP 
packet is intercepted, processed according to the SRTP rules, and delivered to the application 
(see below).  

 
 
 
 

                                                 
28 The E bit is used to leave unencrypted the SRTCP packets containing certain types of payload; if all the 
SRTCP packets are to be left unencrypted, this is signaled at setup and not through the E bit. 
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Prior to an SRTP packet being processed, the correct cryptographic context is 
retrieved using the triplet formed by: 
 

! The SSRC, from the RTP header (see Section 4.1.2)  
! The destination network address 
! The destination port number.  

 
Key splitting is also performed to derive the correct session keys. The sender may then 
encrypt and/or add the authentication tag for integrity protection, and possibly add the MKI 
field.   

Once the SRTP packet arrives, the receiver first checks if the packet has been 
replayed29, by comparing the SRTP Index against the replay list (implemented as a sliding 
window, see Section 2.2.1), and accepting the packet only if its Index is within the window, 
or ahead of it, and has not yet arrived. Replay protection is achieved by implicitly 
authenticating the RTP sequence number; therefore it can be securely implemented when 
integrity protection is present. The size of the replay list’s window is a configurable 
parameter, and handles at least 64 packets30. The receiver then verifies the integrity of the 
packet, when integrity protection is provided. The packet is dropped if the verifications were 
not successful. Otherwise, the packet is eventually decrypted (when confidentiality is 
present), the packet is sent to the upper layer application, and the cryptographic context is 
updated for a proper processing of the next received packet (e.g., update of the replay list, 
and of the rollover counter when the sequence number has wrapped). 

7.2.3 SRTP transforms 
  
The cryptographic algorithms (transforms) have been the focus of a careful design choice in 
SRTP. Efficient transforms were chosen to maintain a small footprint in code size and to 
work well in heterogeneous networks. Default transforms are defined to ease the signalling of 
algorithm and parameter identifiers, and to promote interoperability. 

HMAC based on SHA1 [81] is the default transform for integrity protection (see 
Section 7.2.4 for a rationale of this choice). Integrity for RTP includes the RTP header, the 
RTP payload, and the local rollover counter. The HMAC is keyed by the SRTP session 
authentication key.  

To provide confidentiality, SRTP supports two stream ciphers, a class of ciphers that 
is tolerant to bit errors which are likely to occur on wireless links and does not require 
padding (hence limiting bandwidth expansion). The SRTP ciphers operate independently on 
each packet, so that the security processing of one packet does not depend on preceding 
packets (hence these are "seekable" stream ciphers). This property is required to overcome 
problems such as packet loss and re-ordering. Note that all these properties are identified 
among the requirements in Chapter 3. The two stream ciphers are constructed based on the 
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) block cipher [82], and they differ based on the mode 
AES is run in (counter mode or f8 mode, see below). The choice of AES was motivated by 
the high confidence in it and the assumption that it will be commonly available in user 

                                                 
29 Replay protection is a local matter, and as such does not require any signalling. It is up to the receiver to 
decide if it is to implement it or not. For example, it is likely to constitute a load in a large multicast/broadcast 
scenario where a sender would need to keep replay lists for all the receiver SRTCP reports. In reality, RTCP 
receiver reports in such scenarios are not likely to be used.  
30 It should be considered that the use of a window for the replay list in practice constitutes a weak limitation in 
the sense that a packet that arrives “too late” (e.g. with a delay that places it more than 64 packets out-of-order, 
in case the window size were 64) is considered as replayed (i.e. discarded even if it has not been replayed). The 
size of the replay windows needs to be configured according to the stream’s properties.  
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devices. The stream cipher inputs are the session encryption key and some synchronization 
data, called the Initialization Vector (IV). The output is a keystream that is then xored bit-by-
bit with the plaintext (respectively ciphertext), to encrypt (respectively decrypt) the data.  

The default encryption transform is AES in counter mode, whose IV is formed by the 
SRTP Index of the packet, the SSRC field carried in the RTP packet header (to allow key 
sharing between streams, see below), and the SRTP session salt key.  

The optional cipher is AES in f8 mode (the f8 mode is the one used to encrypt UMTS 
data), whose IV, compared to counter mode, contains additional RTP header fields, providing 
an implicit authentication of them. This is believed to be useful when an explicit integrity 
field is not present (the check is that modifications of these fields would result in an 
erroneous decryption).  

These two stream ciphers currently used within SRTP are provably secure under 
certain assumptions [83] [84] [85], and are designed to resist known plaintext attacks, an 
important property when some packets may contain highly predictable data (for example, 
RTP has a few such fields). However, it should be kept in mind that a stream cipher reveals 
the exact length of the encrypted payload, unless countermeasures are taken (in our case 
SRTP does not specify any means of hiding the length of the payload). This could lead to 
some attacks, for example allowing an educated guess of certain formatting bits (since some 
codecs have a predefined payload length).  

The overall security of the two stream ciphers is strongly conditioned by the correct 
usage of them, as described in the following. The main security concern is that the keystream 
(the output of the cipher) is not used to encrypt two different plaintext payloads (leading to a 
"two-time pad"). If this happens, an attacker can simply bit-wise XOR the two intercepted 
ciphertext payloads and obtain the XOR of the two plaintexts, hence leaking them. To avoid a 
two-time pad, uniqueness per stream and packet is needed:  

 
! SRTP forces the use of a distinct master key for each RTP session. A different master 

key per stream guarantees preventing a two-time pad. 
  
! If a master key is shared across streams belonging to the same RTP session, a two-

time pad is avoided by forcing the SSRC value in the IV to be unique for each of the 
streams. This is achieved by communicating the SSRC values in the key management 
protocol so that the participants can avoid an SSRC collision, although this may 
require, in a multiple sender scenario, a centralized allocation to ensure unique 
SSRCs.  

 
To avoid a two-time pad, it is also critical to use automatic key management, as manual key 
management can easily lead to mistakes. The uniqueness of the SSRC is also needed for 
integrity protection, to distinguish streams from different sources. It could in fact occur that 
two packets have an unfortunate collision of the other fields, leaving open the possibility of 
replay between them if the master key is shared between the streams. Unique SSRCs prevent 
this attack.    

Another security caveat is that no more than 248 SRTP packets (or 231 SRTCP packets) 
can be secured under the same master key, as otherwise the Index wraps and the current 
keystream equals a previous one. Before one of the above limits is reached, re-keying 
(Section 7.2.5) must be triggered, or the session must be terminated.  
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7.2.4 Keystream definition in SRTP 
 

SRTP currently supports only HMAC as message authentication transform. HMAC is widely 
used, however from performance tests [87] it was concluded that today’s speed requirements 
ask for new and faster algorithms. There was a stage in the SRTP design process when a 
strong desire existed to provide a very efficient authentication algorithm. The Truncated 
Multi-Modular Hash Function (TTMH) [86] and UMAC [88] were optional transforms in 
very early versions of SRTP. They were attractive because they are simple and fast.  

To accommodate the usage of that type of hash functions, a special definition of the 
keystream is needed. The keystream is divided into a first part called keystream prefix (how 
many bytes form such prefix is a configurable parameter), and the rest of the keystream 
called keystream suffix. Of these, the prefix is reserved for use in a message authentication 
code that needs it (such as TMMH), while the suffix represents the usual keystream that will 
be used for encryption.  

The TMMH and UMAC approach was novel and very immature with respect to 
standardisation (it can still be considered such at the time of this thesis), therefore it has been 
left out of the current SRTP specification. However, the keystream definition needed to 
accommodate such as transform has been kept, with the desire of being able to add similar 
fast transforms to SRTP when they become mature. In the case of the current transform 
defined in SRTP (HMAC), the keystream prefix has zero length, so effectively the SRTP 
keystream definition is the same as a normal keystream for stream ciphers.  

7.2.5 Key management   
 

SRTP is independent of any particular key management protocol. Thanks to the key splitting 
embedded in SRTP, key management only needs to provide one key (and related parameters), 
from which SRTP derives all the keys it needs.  

In particular, a solution that integrates MIKEY (Chapter 5) and SRTP has proven to 
be very suitable for the conversational IP multimedia scenario in a heterogeneous 
environment. The interface between MIKEY and SRTP is specified in the MIKEY RFC [6]. 
A MIKEY Crypto Session could consist of an RTP media stream and the corresponding 
RTCP stream, protected by SRTP. A MIKEY TEK is used as the SRTP master key, and the 
exchanged security parameters are fed into the SRTP cryptographic context. Given a 
bidirectional RTP session, each stream might get a different CS identifier. They will then get 
a different key in the two directions (because the CS identifier is an input to the MIKEY key 
derivation function). 

Despite the independence from any particular key management protocol, the security 
protocol needs to provide ways to change keys. SRTP supports two distinct key management 
mechanisms: key refresh and re-keying.   

Key Refresh 

The SRTP key derivation function is used to perform key splitting (Section 7.2.1). It is 
possible to further utilize the key derivation function to generate fresh session keys. This is 
advantageous in terms of security because the use of fresh, relatively short-life session keys 
prevents producing large amount of ciphertext from a single session key, which could be 
exploited by attackers. As the derived session keys are independent, due to the properties of 
the pseudo-random function that implements the key derivation function, a compromised 
session key does not compromise the other keys, but may only disclose the data protected 
under that key.  

Key refresh is a value-added security feature, implemented at no cost given the re-use 
of existing software (the key derivation function). A parameter in the cryptographic context 
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(the key derivation rate) determines the periodic occurrence of the refresh, and is a function 
of the sequence number (i.e., every n packets the key derivation function is run again on the 
master key to obtain fresh session keys). However, key refresh is optional in SRTP, because 
it works smoothly only in simple scenarios. In a session with, for example, multiple RTP 
streams, it is not possible to synchronize the occurrence of the refresh on the difference 
streams, thus effectively resulting in many active session keys. Hence, in those type of 
scenarios, key refresh is not recommended.  

Re-keying 

Re-keying implies changing the master key. This is the responsibility of the key management 
protocol, but the security protocol needs to support it. Re-keying is a more expensive 
operation than key refresh, because it typically involves executing the key management 
protocol. However, the security properties achieved are very different, since re-keying deals 
with the master key and compromise of the master key is a fatal security compromise of the 
session(s).  

There are different reasons why re-keying could be triggered during the session's 
lifetime, some of which are listed in the following. Note that an alternative to re-keying is 
termination of the session.  
 

! Re-keying is triggered for security reasons when the exhaustion of a given key occurs. 
Such key exhaustion depends on the transforms that are used. The transforms defined 
in SRTP require re-keying after 248 RTP (or 231 RTCP) packets have been secured 
under the same key. This limit corresponds to a very long time in 3G scenarios. For 
example, assuming 50 packets per second, it corresponds to more than 170,000 years 
of communication. Since the session is likely to terminate before this, with a new 
master key issued for each new session, this is not likely to be a practical problem in 
3G scenarios.  

 
! A group policy requires group re-keying when a member leaves (or joins) the group, 

so that the member can not listen to the future (respectively the past) group 
communications. This corresponds to re-keying at the interval of joins/leaves. 

  
! Re-keying is performed due to the expiration of the master key’s lifetime. The 

lifetime is a security parameter (e.g. hours or one day, or a range of Indices in SRTP) 
inside the key management protocol. 

 
! Re-keying is performed due to the compromise of the master key. 
 
! Re-keying is required by a conservative security policy that wants to strongly limit the 

amount of ciphertext encrypted under the same master key. 
 
! Re-keying is required by a fine-grained access control policy as in multicast/broadcast 

where the access is conditioned based on payment to access specific content.  
 
SRTP supports re-keying via two methods. The most flexible method is by the use of the 
MKI field. The key management protocol maps the MKI to a master key; a new MKI value 
in an SRTP packet indicates that the sender switched master key, and indicates which key he 
has used for the current packet31.  
                                                 
31 There are cases where the content of the packet is wanted protected with different keys, for example when a 
part of it has base quality and can be distributed to a larger population, while another part has premium quality 
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Alternatively, SRTP Indices can be used. Each master key is associated with a range 
of Indices (packets), the "From, To"-pair, which indicates when a key is active. The master 
key is switched after the packet corresponding to the Index "To". This method has the major 
advantage that no field is needed in the packet, however it is only smoothly applicable to 
simple cases, in particular when each master key is used for a single stream (note that the 
switching of the key for SRTCP is not done in an exact way, but rather as soon as the key is 
switched for the corresponding SRTP stream). With multiple streams there is no well defined 
way to indicate when to switch the key simultaneously on all the streams from a single 
"From, To" range, thus forcing the receiver to keep and try multiple keys (which is not a 
good security practice).  

In cases where multiple streams are protected by the same master key, re-keying 
based on the MKI is recommended. If the additional MKI field in the packet is not feasible, 
such as in the scenario described in Section 3.1.1., re-keying is simply not supported, and the 
session must be terminated when re-keying were needed. The "From, To", and MKI are 
alternatives for triggering re-keying; however, they can be used together, in which case the 
"From, To" represents the master key’s lifetime in the cryptographic context, but effectively 
the MKI triggers the re-keying. 

7.3 Integrity protection considerations 
 

Integrity protection is one of the most critical security protections to be provided. SRTP 
always provides integrity protection of the RTCP traffic, this being the control protocol 
handling commands such as termination of the session. However, integrity protection of the 
RTP traffic (i.e., of the actual media content) is optional, and it is the local policy, together 
with the key management agreement among the peers, to decide if to provide it, and with 
which strength. In fact, the length of the authentication tag to append to each packet (so as to 
integrity protect it) is a configurable parameter in SRTP. A shorter tag is obtained by 
normally applying the authentication transform (HMAC/SHA1 in the case of SRTP), and 
then by truncating the output (the 160-bit tag for HMAC/SHA1) to the configured length. 
The shorter the tag, the weaker the security offered, as forge attacks are eased.  

The design choice of having the integrity protection optional in SRTP has undergone 
a long discussion within the IETF community. This is motivated by the fear that having 
integrity optional can mistakenly draw users into not providing it, hence effectively 
minimizing the security level. Absence of integrity leaves open for the attacker the possibility 
to modify and replay the message, without being detected. If the plaintext can be predicted, 
then it is easy to modify the ciphertext so that it decrypts to certain values. Where the 
plaintext can not be predicted, modification might lead to unintelligible decrypted plaintext, 
effectively forming a denial of service. Absence of integrity then leaves open the possibility 
to replay messages, which will be accepted by the recipient. The class of ciphers used in 
SRTP, stream ciphers, is particularly sensitive as it is possible to simply flip individual bits32; 
always accompanying stream ciphers with integrity is a recognized security practice [34] 
(although, it should be pointed out that integrity protection has intrinsic value independently 
of the cipher used).  

The discussion has been resolved in the standard by requiring the default setting to be 
with the strongest integrity (80-bit tag), and limitation in the usage of a shorter tag and of the 
omission of the tag. The recommendation is to limit the use of the shorter tag or its absence to 

                                                                                                                                                        
and is intended only for users paying more. This particular use is not supported in SRTP, as the payload is 
protected with a single master key.      
32 Changing bits like this with block ciphers is less trivial, as all the block will be effected. However, even block 
ciphers are sensitive to attacks if integrity is not provided, especially if certain types of padding are used. 
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scenarios where the risks this opens are considered acceptable and where the motivations are 
strong, for example if the service would suffer. Examples of such exception are interactive 
applications such as conversational multimedia, where the plaintext is difficult to predict, and 
where bandwidth consumption is a significant issue (Section 3.1) or where the data link has  
fixed-width fields and can not accommodate the addition of the tag (Section 3.1.1).   

7.4 Extensions to SRTP 
 

SRTP is a framework; hence, following good security practices, it allows for future 
extensions of the protocol. Past experience teaches that even well-accepted and well-
scrutinized cryptographic algorithms may reveal their weaknesses with time and with 
improvements in technology. New and more efficient algorithms may also be designed, thus 
it may be desirable in the future to add support for them to a protocol. One example is the 
desire of high-performance message authentication transforms (Section 7.2.4), whose support 
in SRTP could be added when they have matured.  

Extensions are not limited to transforms, but can also consist of additional security 
functions that were not included in the protocol from the beginning. For example, the need 
for data origin authentication (DOA, Section 2.2.1) was very clear when the design of SRTP 
started. However, no efficient mechanisms to achieve it were mature at that time. The 
possibility to extend SRTP has allowed the addition of data origin authentication later, as an 
SRTP extension. As methods for doing so have become more mature, this extension (as 
made) is described next. 

7.4.1 Data Origin Authentication for SRTP  
 

Baugher and Carrara [4] describe the extension to support data origin authentication within 
SRTP, using the Timed Efficient Stream loss-tolerant Authentication (TESLA). As this is 
still a work-in-progress at the time of the thesis, in the following we only give a sketch of 
how (at present) we propose the integration.  

The issue of data origin authentication in group scenarios was discussed in Section 
2.2.1. The use of integrity protection under a group key does not assert the legitimacy of the 
source, as it only assures that the packet comes from a member belonging to the group, and 
that the packet has not been modified by anybody outside the group, hence giving unlimited 
trust to the group members. Data origin authentication is often provided using digital 
signatures and certificates, however, this method is expensive since it requires public key 
operations per-packet, and definitely against the SRTP efficiency principles. TESLA [89] 
[90] [91] offers an attractive alternative for multicast and broadcast scenarios, due to its 
efficiency, because it is based on symmetric key cryptography.  

7.4.1.1 Usage of TESLA within SRTP 
 

In order to support TESLA, the SRTP packet is modified as showed in Figure 25. Each 
packet contains three new fields: 
 

! A 32-bit Index field (i), the identifier of the time interval i, corresponding to the key 
Ki that is used to calculate the TESLA MAC of the current packet. 

 
! A Disclosed Key (Key) that was used to authenticate previous packets from earlier 

time intervals. 
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! A TESLA MAC (T_MAC) that TESLA uses to authenticate the packet using a key 
that will be disclosed in later packets. The TESLA MAC covers the RTP header, the 
RTP payload, and the packet's rollover counter (that is not carried in the packet, but is 
only kept locally). 

 
The (optional) MKI and the "external" authentication tag (auth_tag) are the original SRTP 
fields (as described in Section 7.1). The external authentication tag provides integrity 
protection and can be used to shield the receiver from denial of service (DoS) attacks 
perpetuated from outside the group. It is simply the "normal" SRTP authentication tag, keyed 
by the (group) SRTP session authentication key, but whose coverage is enlarged to also 
encompass the TESLA fields.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 25: The SRTP packet when TESLA is provided. Dotted line indicates an optional field.  
 
 
The transform used for the TESLA MAC is HMAC-SHA1 [81]. The length of the TESLA 
MAC is configurable via key management, with a default value of 80 bits.  

HMAC-SHA1 is currently also used for calculating the external authentication tag 
and to implement the two internal pseudo-random functions required by TESLA for its key 
calculation. As is typical in the SRTP framework, other transforms could be used, but will 
need to be specified. As the external authentication tag serves only as protection against DoS 
launched by entities external to the group, its length is truncated to 32 bits, but can be 
configured to be a different value. As SRTP mandates, this external authentication tag is 
optional for SRTP, and is mandatory for SRTCP.  
  Support for TESLA requires new parameters to be added to the SRTP cryptographic 
context. Additionally, packet processing is also slightly effected. While the external 
authentication tag can be quickly verified (to guarantee that the packet arrives unmodified 
from a sender within the group), the TESLA MAC verification requires buffering the packet 
until its key is disclosed. Therefore, the SRTP replay list (Section 7.2.2) must include packets 
that have been TESLA-authenticated as well (i.e., success in verifying the external tag is not 
enough).  

The SRTCP packet definition when TESLA is supported adds, similarly to Figure 23, 
three TESLA fields to the (original) SRTCP structure. Coverage of the MAC is adjusted 
accordingly.         

TESLA requires an initial bootstrapping procedure, so that the involved parties can 
exchange the needed parameters, and the source can commit to the key chain [90]. 
Bootstrapping for SRTP is assumed to be performed by the key management protocol used to 
exchange the security parameters for SRTP, for example by MIKEY [101]. In particular, a 
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External Integrity Protection 

RTP header RTP payload MKI auth_tag  i Key T_MAC 

TESLA Authentication 
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critical factor for the security of TESLA is the knowledge at the recipients of a bound on the 
clock drift, for loose synchronization.  

It should be noted that TESLA is a security function that is not suitable for all types of 
RTP applications. There are two main issues:  
 

! TESLA expands the packet (for example, by as much as 38 additional bytes per 
packet). This goes fundamentally against the bandwidth friendliness principle of 
SRTP. Therefore, TESLA is not very suitable for applications with limited bandwidth 
(Section 3.1). It should also be considered that certain applications face in general 
issues with authentication (see Section 7.3). 

  
! TESLA requires buffering at the receiver side (although another variant of the 

transform exists, that requires buffering at the sender side). This is a challenge for 
applications with tight time constraints, such as conversational applications.   
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8 Application Scenarios  
 

MIKEY and SRTP can be used together to provide a security solution that 
fullfils the goals described in Chapter 3, suitable for IP multimedia in 
heterogeneous networks. This chapter describes the use of such security 
solution for three applications.  

 
 
MIKEY and SRTP together can be used to provide end-to-end security for media traffic. The 
advantage they give over other security protocols is efficiency, an important aspect in several 
scenarios, where efficiency is needed both in terms of bandwidth (e.g. use of the radio 
resources) and setup time, i.e. when the user must wait for the communication to start. 3GPP 
scenarios are among the application cases where MIKEY and SRTP are likely to be chosen as 
a standard security solution. Three scenarios are described in the following sections to show 
concrete examples of how MIKEY and SRTP can be used with real applications to achieve 
the goals described in Chapter 3. 

The first two applications, Multicast and DRM, are works in progress in 3GPP and both 
have adopted MIKEY and/or SRTP for the media security. The third application, Push-to-
talk, is standardized within OMA, which has for the moment no requirements for the media 
protection, but is an interesting scenario where the protocols could be applied.         

8.1 3GPP Multimedia Broadcast/Multicast Service  
 

3GPP Release 6 specifies the Multimedia Broadcast/Multicast Service (MBMS), to offer 
multicast and broadcast services (such as watching news and sporting events) to their 
subscribers. Apart from the basic protection of the transmitted data (e.g. confidentiality, 
integrity, and replay protection), MBMS adds the requirement of frequent key update. This is 
done to prevent subscribers from publishing the traffic decryption key so that traffic could 
also be read by non-subscribers. However, frequent key update needs to be efficient so that 
radio resources are not wasted. MBMS has adopted MIKEY and SRTP as building blocks in 
its security architecture, given that the protocols strive for efficiency. We describe here the 
security solution for MBMS as specified today; however, as it is a work in progress at the 
time of this thesis, the solution itself is not stable and may change. 

The setting considered in MBMS comprises a server, called the Broadcast Multicast-
Service Centre (BM-SC), streaming content33 to mobile clients having a subscription to given 
content. The BM-SC also acts as a key distribution center and security endpoint (it distributes 
the keys and protects the data traffic it is streaming).  

The initial authentication of each client is based on the UMTS authentication scheme 
and the secret that the mobile client shares with the UMTS operator (the secret is securely 
stored in the client and in the Home Subscriber System, HSS, on the operator's side, see 
Figure 26). This authentication is performed according to the Generic Bootstrapping 
Architecture (GBA) [92]. Although not all the details are explained, the logic of the 
mechanism is briefly summarized below. Full details are in [92] and [93]. 
 
                                                 
33 We consider only the streaming scenario, not the download scenario. Streaming is defined as “the ability of an 
application to play synchronized media streams like audio and video streams in a continuous way while those 
streams are being transmitted to the client over a data network” [93]. Streaming applications are classified into 
on-demand (e.g., music and news-on-demand) and live information (e.g., live delivery of radio and television 
programs) applications. 
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In Figure 26, the service that the client wants to access is represented by the Network 
Application Function (NAF), corresponding to the BM-SC in the MBMS architecture. (1) 
The client authenticates to the Bootstrapping Server Function (BSF) using HTTP Digest and 
the 3GPP Authentication and Key Agreement (AKA), and (2) the BSF acquires 
authentication information from the HSS, so that the BSF can authenticate and authorize the 
client. The AKA procedure within HTTP Digest allows the client to derive session keys to be 
used to access the service. (3) The client contacts the BM-SC (acting as a NAF) requesting 
access to the multicast service. (4) The BM-SC retrieves the session keys from the BSF (via a 
secure path). At this point the client and the BM-SC share enough keying information to 
continue the communication in a secure way, and to perform the security functions that are 
needed for the establishment of the service.  
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Figure 26: The GBA architecture is used to bootstrap service keys to the client. Only 
essential steps and information about the interfaces are enlightened. 

 
 
The keying material derived from the GBA mechanism and, as result of this mechanism, 
present at the client and the BM-SC, is used (Figure 27) to derive the MBMS User Key 
(MUK), which is the unicast key shared between the BM-SC and the client.  

The MUK is then used to run MIKEY in pre-shared mode (Chapter 5) between the 
BM-SC and the client, to securely push a group key, the MBMS Service Key (MSK). This key 
is shared by all the users that subscribed to the service (e.g. streaming of the news). In turn, 
the MSK is used as pre-shared key for a new MIKEY message, which is broadcasted to 
securely push to the authorized clients (the ones who possess the correct MSK) the MBMS 
Traffic Key (MTK), the actual group key that is used to protect the streaming traffic. Frequent 
change of the MTK provides fine-grained access control to the streaming data.  
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Figure 27: Setup for the MBMS service. (1) A peer-to-peer MIKEY message is unicast to the client, 
using the pre-shared key MUK derived from the GBA mechanism. This message securely carries the 
group key MSK. (1') A MIKEY Verification message can be required from the client. (2) A multicast 
MIKEY message (using the group key MSK) carries the MTK to all the authorized subscribers. (3) As 
result of this key management the SRTP session (IP-multicast) can start under a group key derived 
from MTK.        

Some choices and additions have been introduced in MIKEY to accommodate the MBMS 
scenario. Some of these are34: 
 

! The replay protection is based on counters instead of timestamps: each MIKEY 
message is associated with a counter. A MIKEY message with a counter that has 
already been seen in a previously received MIKEY message will be discarded.  

 
! A new type of MIKEY Extension Payload has been defined, to carry the identifier of 

the keys transported in the MIKEY message [112]. 
 
! MIKEY is carried directly over UDP. In particular, the MIKEY message transporting 

the MTK is broadcasted over UDP; reliability is achieved by simply retransmitting 
the message several times.  

 
! The MIKEY Response (the Verification message) is optional for the first MIKEY run 

(when the MSK is transported), and is not used for the second run (when the MTK is 
transported) as this second message is multicast, see Figure 27. 

 
The traffic protection can start once the MTK and related security parameters are in place. 
SRTP is the data security protocol used to protect the streaming traffic35. The BM-SC has no 
explicit RTP logic, but it may receive RTP traffic from a server in order to transform it into 
SRTP (Figure 28). The BM-SC works as a "bump-in-the-wire" and applies SRTP to the RTP 
traffic. However, it does not have the logic to group RTP related streams, e.g. related to the 
same multimedia session. This implies that each SRTP stream (each of which corresponds to 
a different multicast address) requires a different broadcast/multicast MIKEY message to 
push a separate MTK. Also the first run of MIKEY is different for each SRTP stream (as the 
same MSK can not be used to protect multiple MTKs, for replay protection reasons).  

                                                 
34 The security architecture for MBMS is, as said, still a work in progress at the time of the thesis. There are 
details that are yet under discussion, for example the adoption of the default pseudo-random function in MIKEY 
(there is interest is re-using existing mechanisms in the terminal). 
35 SRTP can not be used in the download scenario because RTP is not used to transport the data, and SRTP is 
applicable only to RTP.  
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Figure 28: The BM-SC receives RTP traffic from a source (server), and applies SRTP as 
bump-in-the-wire. Note that there might be already some protection of RTP when the 
traffic arrives at the BM-SC (see Section 8.2).  

 
 
The master key in SRTP is the MTK, from which the session keys are derived as required in 
SRTP (see Chapter 7). Each SRTP packet transports an MKI (Master Key Identifier) field, 
which is the concatenation of the MSK identifier and the MTK identifier, to indicate the 
correct key.  

8.2 Digital Rights Management and 3GPP Streaming  
 

The 3GPP packet switched Streaming Service (PSS) [94] describes a framework for 
streaming applications over IP in 3G networks. An appendix of that document describes a 
Digital Rights Management (DRM) scheme for the protection of the content to be streamed 
to the clients.  

The framework (shown in Figure 29) comprises a PSS streaming server and a PSS 
client (e.g. a mobile phone), that engage in an RTSP session in a similar way as the streaming 
scenario described in Chapter 2. However, here the scenario is expanded to involve a third 
entity, or business role, the Content Provider (CP). The Content Provider acting on behalf of 
the content owner applies rights management to the content based on the DRM architecture 
standardized in the Open Mobile Alliance [95]. Thus the CP encrypts the content that later 
will be decrypted in a trusted module at the client. The key for the content decryption 
(Content Encryption Key, CEK) is transported to the client out-of-band in a Rights Object 
(RO).  

Basically the solution consists of the following steps. The CP compiles a description 
of the content (the hint-track), and sends it to the streaming server, together with the pre-
encrypted content. The streaming server uses the hint-track to packetize the content into RTP 
packets. It then sets up the RTP session(s) with the client via RTSP (utilizing the capability 
exchange within SDP, see Chapters 2 and 4). Security parameters and keys may also be 
exchanged within RTSP, so that the RTP streaming session from the server can be integrity 
protected by SRTP. As the content is assumed to be pre-encrypted at the CP, SRTP 
encryption is not needed between the server and the client. A more detailed description 
follows. 
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Figure 29: A streaming server streams a media session (provided by a Content Provider) to 
the client, along with the related hint-track. For access control purposes, the Content 
Provider may pre-encrypt the content, which will be decrypted at the client. The streaming 
server setups the RTP media session using RTSP and may use SRTP to integrity protect the 
content to the client.       

 

Pre-encryption of the content 

The Content Provider pre-encrypts the content before relaying it to the streaming server for 
the actual distribution to the clients. The pre-encryption requires the CP and each client to 
share the key CEK, which is securely sent to the client in a Rights Object, out-of-band and 
according to OMA's DRM solution. Although SRTP would be the normal candidate for the 
pre-encryption of the content, unfortunately one of the limitations of the protocol is that it 
does not work with pre-encryption. This is because SRTP has a dependency on the RTP 
packet header, especially the sequence number. In the PSS scenario, the RTP packetization is 
done at the streaming server and not at the CP. If the CP were to use SRTP for the pre-
encryption, it must know in advance the sequence number and the SSRC; however, it is the 
streaming server to actually build up the RTP header. Additionally, the idea of pre-encryption 
is that the content is encrypted only once and then re-distributed many times, with each 
distribution going to many clients. Here again, the RTP headers will change each time, hence 
SRTP can not be used for the pre-encryption at the CP.  

The solution has been to design a pre-encryption solution that resembles SRTP. The 
default cipher used in SRTP, i.e. AES in counter mode (see Chapter 7), is used here as well. 
However, to reduce bandwidth, in SRTP the cipher uses an implicit Initialization Vector (IV), 
which is based on the sequence number in the RTP header (leading to the dependency of 
SRTP on the header that makes it unsuitable for the pre-encryption). Here instead, an explicit 
IV is used, which means that each packet would carry this IV. However, since the IV in AES 
counter mode is 128 bits long, it would be quite expensive to carry it in each packet; 
therefore an IV derivation is used. Each packet carries a 32-bit IV sequence number, and the 
actual 128-bit IV is then derived from the IV sequence number and a nonce36. 

The RTP payload type, present in the RTP header, is used to signal the protection 
configuration of the packet, so that no additional field is needed. The use of the RTP payload 
type also allows implementing selective encryption, i.e. the ability of switching on and off the 
encryption37.  

                                                 
36 The nonce is used to prevent pre-computetional attacks, which are possible against stream ciphers, as 
explained in Chapter 7.  
37 Selective encryption is per-se not a good security practice. However, it is a requirement in PSS, as this was 
desired by some of the participants in the standardisation, thus it is a part of the standard. If selective encryption 
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Session setup (RTSP) and data streaming 

From above, as the content is typically encrypted from the CP to the client, the server simply 
acts as forwarding point (i.e., the server is not trusted with regards to the confidentiality of 
the content, so it does not have the key). The server can optionally integrity protect the 
content (as with another RTP session) when streaming it to the client. To do so, SRTP is 
used, keyed with an integrity key provided by the Content Provider, as follows (Figure 30). 

IPsec/TLS 

RO{CEK} 

Content, 
K, ECEK(K) 

2. RTSP{ECEK(K), i_nonce, 
MACKs, fresh_token} 

1. RTSP{fresh_ token} 
Content  
Provider 

Streaming  
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SRTPKm 

 Figure 30: Sequence chart for the PSS DRM solution (simplified diagram). 
 
The CP generates an integrity key K for each content object, and sends it to the streaming 
server38, along with the content object, possibly pre-encrypted, and a copy of K protected 
with the AES wrap method [96] using the key CEK contained in the Rights Object (RO) that 
was sent to the client out-of-band. That is, the streaming server receives two copies of K, one 
that it will use, and one encrypted under the CEK that it will forward to the clients. Thus only 
the clients possessing the key CEK from the Rights Object will be able to read the plaintext 
content. Key material is then derived to apply further security, as described below. 

A client has received a description of the content in some way, for example via 
browsing, and wants to request the streaming session from the server. The client is redirected 
so that he can start a RTSP session with the streaming server.  

When contacted, the streaming server randomly and independently generates a 
random nonce (i_nonce) per RTP session. This is used to give uniqueness to the session, so 
that clients sharing the same key CEK from the Rights Object will not share the same key 
material for their RTSP and RTP protection. The streaming server derives two sets of key 
material from K and i_nonce:   

 
! a key (Ks) is used to integrity protect the SDP part inside RTSP (carrying the 

relevant security parameters for SRTP)39, as 
 
Ks = HMAC-SHA1 (K, i_nonce1 || "SDP_integrity_key") 

                                                                                                                                                        
is to be used, then it is recommended to apply the RTSP integrity protection described next, so as to signal to the 
client the use of selective encryption in a way that can not be tampered with.     
38 Secure communication between the CP and the streaming server is assumed, e.g. using TLS or IPsec.  
39 There may be several media streams described in the SDP part, each with a different media description (i.e., 
“m=”). Since a single key Ks is used to integrity protect all of them with the tag appended to the SDP, only one 
i_nonce value needs to be chosen to calculate Ks, for simplicity, this shall be the one from the first media 
description in the SDP. 
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! one SRTP master key (Km) per each RTP stream j, to integrity protect it, as 

 
Km = HMAC-SHA1 (K, i_noncej || "SRTP_master_key") 

     
The streaming server includes the information needed in the appropriate attributes in the SDP 
part of the RTSP signalling. This information includes the i_nonce (one per media 
description) and the encrypted copy of K, along with a pointer to the correct Rights Object (to 
retrieve the correct CEK for the decryption of K). A freshness token is also echoed from the 
client’s request, for DRM purposes (see [94]). This SDP part is integrity protected by 
covering it with an authentication tag (HMAC-SHA1) under the previously derived key Ks.  

The client receives the RTSP message and uses the CEK to decrypt K, extracts 
i_nonce, and performs the key derivation, to obtain Ks and Km. Then the client verifies the 
integrity of the SDP using Ks. 

The streaming session can now take place, utilizing SRTP to provide integrity and 
replay protection for the RTP stream, using the derived key Km as SRTP master key.  

The streaming server may distribute the content to the BM-SC server in a multicast 
service (MBMS, Figure 28). The media may be pre-encrypted at the Content Provider, and 
BM-SC will further protect it with SRTP (providing only integrity protection, only 
encryption, or both; this may result in double encryption). The streaming server can also 
optionally apply integrity protection with SRTP, resulting in the BM-SC applying SRTP on 
top of SRTP. To avoid this, when SRTP is used from the streaming server, the BM-SC is the 
endpoint for SRTP, i.e. the BM-SC is trusted and terminates SRTP by verifying the integrity 
of the RTP coming from the streaming server. The BM-SC then again applies SRTP towards 
the UEs (shown as SRTP' in Figure 31), but according to the SA established for the multicast 
service.  
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Figure 31: MBMS service combined with PSS DRM. The streaming server may apply SRTP, 
which is then terminated at the MBMS server (BM-SC). The BM-SC in turn applies SRTP on 
the multicast session (SRTP’).  
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8.3 Push-to-talk 
 
Push-to-talk is a voice application that resembles the traditional walkie-talky, i.e. at the press 
of a button, it is possible to reach multiple persons in one shot, in a simple and fast way. Only 
one person at the time is allowed to speak (half-duplex voice); when a person has finished 
talking, the floor becomes available, and another person in the group can request it by 
pressing his button. The service has been popular in North America for a while, and 
nowadays operators consider it a promising business opportunity, as it adds almost unlimited 
coverage to the walkie-talky service, allows group communication, and, compared to the 
already popular text messaging, offers the emotional engagement of voice. In the business 
market segment, Push-to-talk communication provides an excellent support for team work, as 
the team is immediately available and also easily moderated (the floor is granted to one 
person at a time). Push-to-talk can facilitate the sharing of information (e.g. for white collar 
workers, and for people on the field, such as trouble-shooters), when the information is 
possessed by someone in a team (but whom is not known in advance) and is urgently needed. 
Similarly, Push-to-talk is attractive for younger generations for its presence and chat 
functions, and for families, to keep the members united in an easy and immediate way.  

The Push-to-talk over Cellular (PoC) standardisation began in August 2003 with a 
specification jointly developed by Ericsson, Motorola, Nokia, and Siemens. The relevant 
standardisation body is the Open Mobile Alliance (OMA), as the service is access-
independent and works over existing mobile networks, such as GPRS, EDGE, WCDMA, and 
CDMA2000. As defined in the current specifications (Phase 2) [102]-[109], PoC is largely 
based on the 3GPP IMS and makes use of the same IETF protocols (in particular SIP and 
RTP/RTCP).   

PoC components 

The logical components that constitute the PoC system (Figure 32) are: 
 

! PoC client 
 
! PoC server 

The PoC server can take two roles, Controlling PoC Function (the core role in PoC, 
as it centrally handles the PoC session and the floor control) and/or Participating PoC 
Function (more of a relay role between the correspondent client and the Controlling 
PoC server, it may be omitted from the media path). The server performing the 
Controlling PoC Function is unique per-session, has no direct signalling 
communication to the clients, and may have a direct media communication path to the 
clients (via the server with Participating role). The server performing the Participating 
PoC Function has direct communication to the correspondent client and the server 
performing the Controlling PoC Function. In the following, the PoC server, or simply 
server, will refer to the Controlling PoC Function.       

 
! IMS Core 

The IMS Core hosts the SIP registrars and proxies (P-CSCF, S-CSCS, I-CSCF), and 
is in charge of routing the SIP signalling between the clients and the PoC server, and 
between the clients and a Presence server. 
 

! Group and List Management Function (GLMF) 
The GLMF (represented by the related server, GLMS, in Figure 32) allows the user to 
manage his contact list and groups, and set access lists, for example to block certain 
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users from contacting him or from accessing his presence information. It also 
implements the "Do-not-Disturb" feature (all the incoming instant talk session 
requests addressed to the user are rejected in the PoC server).    

 
Two additional servers are used in the PoC architecture, although they are independently 
defined and are not PoC specific: 
 

! the Presence server, which handles the advertisement of the client's presence 
according to 3GPP [109] 

 
! the Over The Air Provisioning (OTAP) server, used for downloading PoC 

configurations to the client.   
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Figure 32: The PoC Reference Architecture. Network B is a mirror of Network A (the clients 
are in different networks). The dotted interfaces are not in the scope of the OMA 
specifications. 

 
 
To illustrate the establishment of the PoC session, we consider the case where a user setups 
the session by inviting other users40. After PDP context activation, the user who wants to 
access the PoC service registers with the IMS Core performing a SIP registration to its 
(configured) outbound SIP proxy. The Presence service is used in PoC as a pre-standard 
presence solution and provides users an indication regarding the availability of other users (to 
be engaged in a session). The client typically sends a SIP INVITE41, which is routed by the 
IMS Core to the PoC server and eventually to the invited parties. The media traffic consists 

                                                 
40 The SIP signalling differs according to the setting of the session, for example early media or late media, early 
session, auto/manual answer, etc. Also, the client could join the session by inviting the PoC server, or could 
setup the PoC session by inviting other clients, or could be invited.   
41 SIP REFER is used if the initiator has established a session in advance with the server (early session).   
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of voice (encoded in OMA using the AMR codec42), and is carried in RTP packets between 
each client and the Controlling PoC server, possibly via the Participating PoC server. If the 
Participating PoC server has to be present in the media path (acting as a translator), it changes 
the ports in the SDP part of the SIP messages, in order to insert itself in the path; otherwise it 
leaves the port information unchanged. The server preserves the SSRC in the RTP flow from 
a given client, i.e. the server forwards the RTP packets labelled with the SSRC of the user 
talking.   

The PoC server uses RTCP to implement floor control, so that only one person can 
speak at a given time. When a user wants to speak, he presses the PoC button; the client 
sends a Floor Request (in an RTCP packet) to the PoC server. Note that the initiation of a 
PoC session by a user is implicitly interpreted as a floor request. If the floor is available, the 
PoC server gives it to the requesting user by sending him an RTCP Floor Grant, and sends an 
RTCP Floor Taken message to the other users. In addition to floor control, RTCP is also used 
for speaker's identification, quality feedback (i.e., its normal use), to disconnect a user, and 
possibly for charging purposes. Upstream RTCP is terminated at the PoC server.     

PoC Security 

The OMA specifications define basic security mechanisms for PoC's signalling plane (i.e., 
SIP and HTTP access security). 3GPP has recently started working on security for Early IMS, 
including PoC, whose access security uses a single-sign-on approach, i.e. an access-
authenticated user is implicitly authenticated by the PoC service [110]. 

Media protection is not defined in the current specifications. However, it is clear that 
there exist scenarios where security is a critical aspect for the service. For example, the PoC 
service targets, among other market segments, enterprises and emergency organizations, for 
which security has a high importance. The threats to the PoC service are the same as for VoIP 
and group communication (Chapter 2).  

SRTP and MIKEY together provide a security solution that is particularly suitable for 
the media protection of IMS (Section 4.4), which is SIP-based. PoC is one of the first IMS 
applications, hence it is an interesting test case for the media security solution provided by 
SRTP and MIKEY. The security solution they offer is appealing because it strives to achieve 
performance for real time voice in heterogeneous networks, specifically bandwidth 
preservation and low delay. Furthermore, the PoC service as specified in the OMA 
specifications is highly centralised and "network-assisted". The general rule is that, in such 
settings, an end-to-end security solution should be achieved at the application layer. For 
example, the PoC server places itself on the media path by changing the address information 
carried in the SIP messaging (and the IP address information in the RTP flow). A media 
security protocol working at the network layer (IPsec) could not be applied end-to-end, but 
would need to be terminated at the PoC server. An application security protocol with 
appropriate key management (e.g., SRTP and MIKEY) can effectively "survive" the server's 
insertion without the need to terminate the security there.  

There are several settings, in which media protection can be provided, depending on 
the particular trust model. The centralised architecture adopted by OMA implies the presence 
of the PoC server as an entity on the path. The server terminates both RTP and RTCP, 
although often it only relays the RTP packets between the clients, i.e. the RTP packets are not 
manipulated nor are they accessed by the server. SRTP can be used to implement an  
end-to-end security solution where the server is not trusted to access the media (RTP) but is 
simply used to forward the media. Two scenarios, trusted PoC server and end-to-end media 
protection, are described next for an instant group talk, where one user initiates the PoC 

                                                 
42 AMR is the mandatory codec for all 2.5 and 3G voice services. 
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session. SRTP and MIKEY are used to implement security. In the following we assume 
MIKEY with pre-shared keys; the description of the scenarios is similar when public keys are 
used.      
 
Scenario 1: Trusted PoC Server 
 
In this first scenario, the PoC server has access to the RTP traffic by terminating SRTP. In 
other words, the server is fully trusted by the users engaged in the PoC session. This scenario 
would be in general quite common, as the server may need access (read and/or write) to the 
media packets (for example due to charging, transcoding, lawful interception, and policing), 
additionally it is already trusted for the signalling plane and might be situated in a trusted 
network.  

A possible signalling flow is illustrated in Figure 33, where a client initiates a PoC 
session to two other clients. Each client shares a Security Association (SA) with the PoC 
server43. The PoC initiator sends the SIP INVITE carrying a MIKEY massage protected by 
the key that the client shares with the server. The MIKEY message carries a key (TGK) that 
will be used for the media protection. The SIP INVITE reaches the PoC server, which 
processes it together with the MIKEY message. In this way, the server acquires the key TGK. 
The server then builds a new MIKEY message, carrying the same key TGK44, but protected 
under the specific key that the server shares with each client. The SIP signalling continues, 
possibly with MIKEY responses as well (not shown in the figure). At the end of the PoC 
signalling establishment, the clients and the PoC server share the key TGK, from which 
MIKEY derives the key needed by SRTP to protect the media. The server can access (read 
and write) the media, as it possesses the key.  

PoC

Server

INVITE + MIKEYk’(TGK)
K

K
K’

K’

K’’

K’’

INVITE + MIKEYk’’(TGK)

SRTCP SRTCP

SRTP

INVITE + MIKEYk(TGK)

   
Figure 33: Trusted PoC server. Both SRTP and SRTCP are terminated at the server. 

                                                 
43 The server could share a distinct SA with each client, or it could share the same SA with all clients. Distinct 
SAs increase security and are easily managed by the server for small groups. 
44 The server could choose to send a different TGK per client, however this would add extra computation at the 
server. 
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The key management in this scenario could also be implemented using Security Descriptions 
[62] instead of MIKEY, by inserting the security parameters, keys included, in the SDP part 
of the SIP message, which hence needs appropriate protection (e.g., S/MIME, TLS).  
 
Scenario 2: End-to-end media protection 
 
There are scenarios where the users do not wish to disclose their communication to the 
server. In this case, the PoC server is only trusted to ensure the connectivity between the 
parties (for the routing of signalling, media forwarding, floor control, etc.), but is not trusted 
with regard to the media content. RTP and RTCP are terminated at the PoC server, however 
the use of SRTP allows for end-to-end media protection. In fact, the server acts basically as a 
relay for RTP, i.e. it changes the IP addresses and ports but does not change the rest of the 
RTP packet while forwarding it45. While forwarding the packet, the server preserves the 
sending peer's original SSRC in the header of the RTP packet, which is the property needed 
by SRTP to correctly retrieve its cryptographic contexts at the endpoints. Therefore SRTP 
can provide end-to-end media protection, as it is insensible to the address/port change.  

Assume a client initiates a PoC session towards two other clients (see Figure 34). The 
setting resembles the one illustrated in Figure 33, the difference being that the clients share a 
SA among them, but not with the PoC server. Therefore, the PoC server can only forward the 
MIKEY message. When the setup is complete, the clients share the key TGK, from which 
MIKEY derives the key needed by SRTP to protect the media. As the server can not access 
the MIKEY message, it does not acquire the key and can not access the media, but can only 
forward it to the other clients.  

However, it is necessary to terminate the RTCP at the PoC server. Therefore, SRTCP 
needs to be terminated at the server too, and appropriate key management is needed. A 
simple way is for the initiator to send a key (K') and related parameters to the server, e.g. 
within SDP. K' is then used between the client and the server as key for SRTCP. Similarly, 
the server can send a key (K'', K''') to each other client (or could send the same key K') for the 
protection of RTCP on the respective link. Clearly, sending keys outside MIKEY (that 
protects the keys it transports) requires signalling protection to secure the key K' (similarly 
for K'' and K'''). One possibility is simply to rely on hop-by-hop network security, where the 
protection of the SIP signalling is provided on each hop (Chapter 2). Each hop implements a 
secure tunnel (based on IPsec or TLS), or is simply trusted because the underlying link is 
trusted. Alternatively, there can exist an a-priori SA between the server and the client and this 
could be used to only protect the key for SRTCP.   

This different termination of SRTP and SRTCP implies that full complaint SRTP can 
not be used, since SRTP also requires implementing SRTCP with at minimum integrity 
protection. This is mainly a signalling issue. The key material carried in the MIKEY message 
would in this scenario be valid for SRTP but not for SRTCP, hence we need a "secure PoC 
API" that takes the keys for SRTCP from e.g. the SDP part instead than from MIKEY (since 
the server can not read the MIKEY message). An alternative would be for the session 
initiator to define an SRTCP key different from the SRTP key in MIKEY, and convey it to 
the other clients in the MIKEY message itself, and also disclose it to the server (carrying it 
outside the MIKEY message in the SIP INVITE).  

                                                 
45 This does not hold when special functions are needed at the server, e.g. transcoding, when the server needs 
access to the RTP packet. This case is covered by scenario 1.  
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Figure 34: End-to-end SRTP, the PoC server is not trusted to access RTP. SRTCP needs still 
to be terminated at the server. 

 
 
The two scenarios described above illustrate how it is possible to perform key management 
and media protection for an instant group talk; it works similarly for the other types of PoC 
sessions. The key management is performed by piggy-backing the initiator's MIKEY 
message in the SIP INVITE (or SIP REFER, in case of an early session at the invited party), 
and optionally the responder's MIKEY message in the SIP Response46. This means that the 
PoC server may need to cache the initiator's MIKEY message, to be able to send it later when 
a new user joins (alternatively, if invited by a user already in the session, this latter user can 
construct the appropriate MIKEY message). If the user joins by inviting the server, the server 
needs to send the initial MIKEY message in the SIP Response. The solution in the two 
scenarios proposed above does not work when the invited party is using an early session (i.e. 
the invited party has setup in advance a session with her server), since there is no SIP 
message to reach the invited party, but only her (Participating) server. This setting requires a 
trust model where the Participating PoC server is trusted and acts on behalf of the user it 
represents, or that the invited client becomes the MIKEY initiator46.     

                                                 
46 This does not fit the current way MIKEY is used in SIP [7], which specifies the integration of the initiator's 
MIKEY message within the SIP INVITE, not in the SIP Response to it.   
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9 Open Issues for future work 
 
This thesis has looked into one aspect of a security solution for IP multimedia, the protection 
of the media traffic, focusing on the audio/video media communications. There are many 
other components that need to be integrated, and other issues to be addressed, to provide a 
full security solution. 

First and foremost, the signalling security is critical. For example, it would be quite 
unconvenient after the parties have exchanged keys and parameters, and are communicating 
securely, if an unauthenticated message from the signalling protocol could simply terminate 
the session. There are many threats that can originate from having unauthenticated signalling. 
The framework described in Chapter 6, which integrates key management within the session 
establishment protocol, relies on the intrinsic security of the key management protocol and 
does not rely on the security of the signalling carring it. This was a clear design choice, given 
that the assumption of end-to-end protection of the signalling can not be taken for granted, 
and that hop-by-hop security (e.g. between SIP proxies) is not enough nor can it be 
guaranteed (other than on the first hop where the originating party has direct control). 
However, leaving the signalling part (carrying the key management) unauthenticated leaves 
an opening for attacks; hence end-to-end signalling authentication woud be beneficial. 

Aspects such as firewall and NAT traversal are still partially unsolved. Many 
solutions exist, but confusion persists, and these issues periodically continue to pop up. 
Middleboxes andend-to-end security are very hard to combine; an interesting aspect is 
signalling to the middlebox and the trust establishment.   

Surely both SRTP and MIKEY need work to be integrated within real usage 
scenarios, as we have learned through participating in the PSS and the MBMS work within 
3GPP, and new requirements for the protocols will emerge. In particular, due to the DRM 
work, SRTP has shown it is unsuitable for pre-encryption. MIKEY on the other hand might 
benefit from the integration with mechanisms to support scalable distribution and re-keying 
for large groups. We anticipate new issues to be solved regarding these protocols and many 
details to sort out. One thing we have learned from this work, is how painful designing 
protocols can be, and how many details simply escape attention until one implements them or 
tries to map them onto real applications. In this, the help from the IETF community has been 
priceless. Implementations have started now that the protocols have reached the RFC status, 
and the revision work will start.   

Media protection as been recently proposed as study item in the 3GPP IMS 
standardisation and in the ETSI TISPAN standardisation. This implies the need of analysing 
the feasibility of SRTP (and appropriate key management) in these scanarios, proving it can 
provide the appropriate security solution, and integrating it into the system architecture.  

Some interesting considerations we have come across during this work come from the 
compound nature of the multimedia applications. It is expected that a single multimedia 
session can be comprised of many media sessions, for example an audio session, a video 
session, an HTTP session for real-time browsing, and a gaming session. All of this can 
happen in a conversation, i.e. with real-time interaction of the users. This can require 
different media security protocols to be used depending on the type of media. For example, 
the HTTP session might be protected with TLS, the audio and video sessions with SRTP, and 
the gaming session with IPsec, DTLS, or a proprietory security protocol. Of course, the 
altenative would be to protect all the traffic with IPsec, but this is not always feasible as for 
example it implies increased bandwidth consumption (see Chapter 4). Another issue is that 
these media protocols are often linked to specific key management protocols (IKE for IPsec, 
MIKEY for SRTP, the TLS Handshake for TLS/DTLS), of which some (e.g. TLS) need a 
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per-session handshake. The resulting setup time for multiple media sessions is likely to be 
inacceptable. Hence, we believe it would be useful to normalise a common security protocol 
across the multimedia session, and especially to strive to use a single key management 
scheme (MIKEY being the candidate in mind, as in one shot it can exchange parameters for 
multiple media sessions and even for multiple security protocols) [115].  
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10 Conclusions 
 
Security is a critical component of services today. As users become increasingly aware of 
security implications of IT, higher requirements will be placed on the security offered by 
services and applications. This is relevant for IP multimedia, with clear high security 
expectations for multimedia used in special environments such as public safety or business. It 
is also expected that users will start demanding security for all their private communications 
transmitted over the public Internet. Furthermore, IP multimedia is a driving force for the 
evolution of 3G, thus security is one of the aspects that needs to evolve, if the service has to 
succeed. 

The thesis has examined into one specific component of IP multimedia security, 
media protection, in particular in an end-to-end fashion between the communicating parties. 
The thesis has strived to promote the concept of a "transport-friendly" security solution, that 
can cohexist with realtime applications in hetereogeneous networks. As security typically 
does not come for free, a controlled impact on the services is important if wide-spread 
adoption of security is a goal. Otherwise, if security has too a high price, it might be 
sacrificed.  

To propose a suitable security solution for the media traffic, the thesis has 
investigated the requirements posed on such security solution by realtime applications in 
heterogeneous networks. Some requirements were identified: 
 

! Bandwidth friendliness 
! Header compression friendliness  
! Robustness to transmission bit errors 
! Efficiency 
! Per-packet processing  

 
While there are several existing security protocols that could be used to provide a solution, 
the thesis concluded that these existing protocols did not fulfill the requirements of IP 
multimedia in 3G environments. Therefore, a new security solution has been investigated by 
designing three components, which were introduced for IETF standardisation, specifically:  
 

1. SRTP, an application security protocol for the protection of the RTP/RTCP media. 
2. MIKEY, a key management protocol to exchange the security paramenters and keys 

needed for SRTP. 
3. A framework to integrate key management schemes (e.g. MIKEY) within session 

establishment protocols (such as SIP and RTSP). 
 
These components have been also adopted in 3GPP and OMA standardisation bodies, as 
security mechanisms for streaming DRM and Multicast/Broadcast, and could be used for 
other services as well, for example PoC and IMS. 
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Acronyms and Abbreviations 

 
3G  3rd Generation 
3GPP  3rd Generation Partnership Project 
AES  Advanced Encryption Standard 
AKA  UMTS Authentication and Key Agreement 
AMR  Adaptive Multi-Rate 
AVP   Audio and Video Profile 
BER  Bit Error Rate 
DH  Diffie Hellman  
DOA  Data Origin Authentication 
DoS  Denial of  Service 
DRM   Digital Rights Management  
DTLS   Datagram TLS  
E2e   End-to-end 
ESP   Encapsulating Security Payload 
FEC  Feedback Error Correction 
GBA  3GPP Generic Bootstrapping Architecture  
GDOI  Group Domain of Interpretation 
GSAKMP Group Secure Association Key Management Protocol 
HTTP   Hypertext Transfer Protocol 
IETF   Internet Engineering Task Force 
IKE   Internet Key Exchange 
IMS  IP Multimedia Subsystem 
IP   Internet Protocol 
IPsec   IP Security Protocol 
IRTF  Internet Engineering Task Force 
ITU   International Telecommunication Union 
IV  Initialisation Vector 
MAC  Message Authentication Code 
MBMS  Multimedia Broadcast/Multicast Service 
MIKEY  Multimedia Internet KEYing 
MIME  Multi-Purpose Internet Mail Extensions 
NAT   Network Address Translation 
OMA   Open Mobile Alliance 
PDP  Packet Data Protocol 
PLMN  Public Land Mobile Network 
PoC   Push-to-talk over Cellular 
PRF  Pseudo-random Function 
PSS  Packet switched Streaming Service  
PKI  Public-Key Infrastructure 
PSTN  Public Switched Telephone Network 
QoS  Quality of Service 
ROHC  Robust Header Compression 
RTCP  Real-time Transport Control Protocol 
RTP   Real-time Transport Protocol 
RTSP   Real Time Streaming Protocol 
RTT  Roundtrip Time 
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SA   Security Association 
SAP   Session Announcement Protocol 
SDP   Session Description Protocol 
SIP   Session Initiation Protocol 
S/MIME Secure MIME 
SRTCP Secure Real-time Transport Control Protocol 
SRTP   Secure Real-time Transport Protocol 
SSRC   Synchronization Source 
TCP  Transmission Control Protocol 
TESLA  Timed Efficient Stream loss-tolerant Authentication 
TLS   Transport Layer Security Protocol 
UDP   User Datagram Protocol 
UED  Unequal Error Detection 
UEP  Unequal Error Protection 
UMTS  Universal Mobile Telecommunications Service 
VoIP  Voice over IP 
VoIPoW Voice over IP over Wireless  
VPN  Virtual Private Network 
WTLS   Wireless TLS 
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